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Introduction:
speaking through and
to technology

“Within the next 10 years, many millions of people will … walk around
wearing relatively unobtrusive AR devices that offer an immersive and high-resolution view of a visually augmented world” (Perlin 2016: 85)

The ‘human-machine era’ is coming soon: a time when technology is integrated with our senses, not confined to
mobile devices. What will this mean for language?
Over the centuries there have been very few major and distinctive milestones in how we use language. The invention(s) of writing allowed our words to outlive the moment of their origin (Socrates was famously suspicious of
writing for this reason). The printing press enabled faithful mass reproduction of the same text. The telegram and
later the telephone allowed speedy written and then spoken communication worldwide. The internet enabled billions of us to publish mass messages in a way previously confined to mass media and governments. Smartphones
brought all these prior inventions into the palms of our hands. The next major milestone is coming very soon.
For decades, there has been a growing awareness that technology plays some kind of active role in our communication. As Marshall McLuhan so powerfully put it, ‘the medium is the message’ (e.g. McLuhan & Fiore 1967; Carr
2020; Cavanaugh et al. 2016). But the coming human-machine era represents something much more fundamental.
Highly advanced audio and visual filters powered by artificial intelligence – evolutionary leaps from the filters we
know today – will overlay and augment the language we hear, see, and feel in the world around us, in real time,
all the time. We will also hold complex conversations with highly intelligent machines that are able to respond in
detail.
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In this report we describe and forecast two imminent changes to human communication:
•

Speaking through technology. Technology will actively contribute and participate in our communication – altering the voices we hear and facial movements we see, instantly and imperceptibly translating between languages, while clarifying and amplifying our own languages. This will not happen
overnight, but it will happen. Technology will weave into the fabric of our language in real time, no
longer as a supplementary resource but as an inextricable part of it.

•

Speaking to technology. The current crop of smart assistants, embedded in phones, wearables,
and home listening devices will evolve into highly intelligent and responsive utilities, able to address
complex queries and engage in lengthy detailed conversation. Technology will increasingly understand both the content and the context of natural language, and interact with us in real time. It
will understand and interpret what we say. We will have increasingly substantive and meaningful
conversations with these devices. Combined with enhanced virtual reality featuring lifelike characters,
this will increasingly enable learning and even socialising among a limitless selection of intelligent and
responsive artificial partners.

In this introduction, we further elaborate these two features of the human-machine era, by describing the advance
of key technologies and offering some illustrative scenarios. The rest of our report then goes into further detail
about the current state of relevant technologies, and their likely future trajectories.

1.1 Speaking through technology
These days, if you’re on holiday and you don’t speak the local language, you can speak into your phone and a
translation app will re-voice your words in an automated translation. This translation technology is still nascent, its
reliability is limited, and it is confined to a relatively small and marketable range of languages.
The scope for error – and miscommunication, confusion or embarrassment – remains real. The devices are also
clearly physically separate from us. We speak into the phone, awkwardly break our gaze, wait for the translation,
and proceed in stops and starts. These barriers will soon fade, then disappear. In the foreseeable future we will look
back at this as a quaint rudimentary baby step towards a much more immersive and fluid experience.
The hardware will move from our hands into our eyes and ears. Intelligent eyewear and earwear – currently in
prototype – will beam augmented information and images directly into our eyes and ears. This is the defining distinction of the human-machine era. These new wearable devices will dissolve that boundary between technology
and conversation. Our current binary understanding of humans on the one hand, and technology on the other,
will drift and blur.
These devices will integrate seamlessly into our conversation, adding parallel information flows in real time. The
world around us will be overlain by additional visual and audible information – directions on streets, opening hours
on stores, the locations of friends in a crowd, social feeds, agendas, anything one could find using one’s phone but
instead beamed directly into one’s eyes and ears. We will interact with machines imperceptibly, either through subtle
finger movements detected by tiny sensors or through direct sensing of brainwaves (both are in development).
This will alter the basic fabric of our interactions, fundamentally and permanently.
As these devices blossom into mass consumer adoption, this will begin to reshape the nature of face-to-face
interaction. Instead of breaking the flow of conversation to consult handheld devices, our talk will be interwoven
with technological input. We will not be speaking with technology, but through technology.
The software is also set to evolve dramatically. For example, the currently awkward translation scenario described
above will improve, as future iterations of translation apps reduce error and ambiguity to almost imperceptible
levels – finessed by artificial intelligence churning through vast and ever-growing databases of natural language.
And this will be joined by new software that can not only speak a translation of someone’s words, but automatically
mimic their voice too.
Meanwhile, the evolution of Augmented Reality software, combined with emerging new eyepieces, will digitally
augment our view of each person’s face, in real time. This could alter facial movements, including lip movements,
to match the automated voice translation. So we will hear people speaking our language, in their voice, and see their
mouth move as if they were speaking those translated words. If our interlocutors have the same kit, they will hear
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and see the same. This is what we mean when we say technology will become an active participant, inextricably
woven into the interaction.
All this might feel like a sci-fi scenario, but it is all based on real technologies currently at prototype stage, under
active development, and the subject of vast (and competing) corporate R&D investment. These devices are coming, and they will transform how we use and think about language.

1.2 Speaking to technology
As well as taking an active role in interaction between people, new smart technologies will also be able to hold
complex and lengthy conversations with us. Technology will be the ‘end agent’ of communicative acts, rather than
just a mediator between humans.
Currently, smart assistants are in millions of homes. Their owners call out commands to order groceries, adjust the
temperature, play some music, and so on. Recent advances in chatbot technology and natural language interfaces
have enabled people to speak to a range of machines, including stereos, cars, refrigerators, and heating systems.
Many companies use chatbots as a first response in customer service, to filter out the easily answerable queries
before releasing the expense of a human operator; and even that human operator will be prompted by another
algorithm to give pre-specified responses to queries. We already speak to technology, but in quite tightly defined and
structured ways, where our queries are likely to fit into a few limited categories. This, too, is set to change.
New generations of chatbots, currently under active development, will not only perform services but also engage
in significantly more complex and diverse conversations, including offering advice, thinking through problems,
consoling, celebrating, debating, and much else. The change here will be in the volume and nature of conversation
we hold with technology; and, along with it, our levels of trust, engagement, and even emotional investment.
Furthemore, devices will be able to solve complicated requests and find or suggest possible user intentions. This,
too, will be entirely new terrain for language and communication in the human-machine era. Like the move to
Augmented Reality eyewear and earwear, this will be qualitatively distinct from the earlier uses of technology.
Now switch from Augmented Reality to Virtual Reality, and imagine a virtual world of highly lifelike artificial
characters all ready and willing to interact with us, on topics of our choice, and in a range of languages. Perhaps
you want to brush up your Italian but you don’t have the time or courage to arrange lessons or find a conversation
partner. Would those barriers come down if you could enter a virtual world full of Italian speakers, who would
happily repeat themselves as slowly as you need, and wait without a frown for you to piece together your own
words? Language learning may be facing entirely new domains and learning environments.
The same systems could be used for a range of other purposes, from talking therapy to coaching autistic children
in interactional cues. The ability to construct a virtual world of lifelike interlocutors – who will never get scared or
offended, never judge you, never laugh at you or gossip about you – carries with it immense potential for learning,
training, and communication support. Indeed, highly intelligent chatbots are unlikely to remain constrained to
specific contexts of use. They will adapt and learn from our input as silent algorithms contour their responses
to maximise our satisfaction. As they become more widely available, many people may talk to them more or less
all the time. Able to understand us, deploying algorithms to anticipate our needs, patiently responding and never
getting tired or bored, bots may become our best imaginable friends.
Again, all this is simply a logical and indeed explicitly planned progression of current prototype technology, a
foreseeable eventuality heading towards us. Many millions of people will soon be regularly and substantively
speaking to technology.

1.3 The variety of languages, tools and use-cases
Below is a model that shows different levels of complexity in the different technologies we discuss in this report –
from simple online form-filling to highly complex immersive Virtual Reality. We map two measures of complexity
against each other: formality; and number of modalities. Formal language tends to be easier for machines to handle:
more predictably structured, with less variation and innovation. Informal language tends to be more free-flowing
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and innovative, harder to process. Next is modalities. Modalities are the various ways that humans use language
through our senses, including writing, speech, sign, and touch. The more of these a machine uses at once, the more
processing power is needed. The model below sets all these out for comparison.

Figure 1. Levels of difficulty for machines, according to language formality and modalities
There are predictions that over time the distinction between written and spoken language will gradually fade, as
more texts are dictated to (and processed by) speech recognition tools, and texts we read become more speech-like.
Below we discuss types of human language, combining the perspectives of linguists and technologists. As above,
this is relevant to the amount of work a machine must do.

1.3.1 Non-standard language (data)
Many languages around the world have a standard form (often associated with writing, education, and officialdom)
alongside many non-standard varieties – dialects, and if the language is used internationally, perhaps also distinctive
national varieties (for example Singaporean English or Morrocan Arabic). There will also be various registers of
language, for example text messages, historical texts, formal letters, news media reporting, conversation, and so on
(Biber & Conrad 2009). There will also be approximations associated with language learners.
All these variations present challenges for standard Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods, not least because NLP systems are typically trained on written, standard language such as newspaper articles. Usually, language
processing with such language as input suffers from low accuracy and high rates of errors (Nerbonne 2016). Plank
(2016) suggests “embracing” variations in linguistic data and combining them with proper algorithms in order to
produce more robust language models and adaptive language technology.
Learner language is described as non-standard and non-canonical language in NLP research, as “learners tend to make
errors when writing in a second language and in this regard, can be seen to violate the canonical rules of a language”
(Cahill 2015). Other examples of non-canonical language are dialects, ordinary conversation and historical texts,
which stray from the standard. Different approaches have been used to manage the contents of conversation with
the user and to deal with learner errors. Wilske (2014) mentions constraining possible input and error diagnosis as
strategies used by researchers and software developers in order to deal with the complexity of learner input.
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1.3.2 Minority and under-resourced languages
Minority languages are typically spoken by a numerical minority in a given country or polity; languages such as
Occitan or Sàmi. They tend to be under-resourced in terms of technology and the data needed for AI. Certain official languages of smaller countries face similar barriers, such as Latvian or Icelandic. Under-resourced languages
suffer from a chronic lack of available resources (human-, financial-, time-, data- and technology-wise), and from
the fragmentation of efforts in resource development. Their scarce resources are only usable for limited purposes,
or are developed in isolation, without much connection with other resources and initiatives. The benefits of
reusability, accessibility and data sustainability are often out of reach for such languages.
Until relatively recently, most NLP research has focused on just a few well-described languages, those with abundant
data. In fact, state-of-the-art NLP methods rely heavily on large datasets. However, the situation is rapidly evolving,
as we discuss further in this report. Research and development are being driven both by a growing demand from
communities, and by the scientific and technological challenges that this category of languages presents.

1.3.3 Sign languages
As discussed above, speech and writing are two modalities of language, two ways of transmitting meaning through
human senses (hearing and sight respectively). There are other modalities, principally used by people with hearing
and sight impairments, shown in Table 1.
‘Sign languages’ are those languages that typically use the signed modality. However, the table 1 risks some oversimplifications. Firstly, each ‘sign language’ is not simply a visual representation of e.g. English, Finnish, etc.; they
are entirely independent languages, with their own grammar, vocabulary, and other levels of linguistic structure.
And, like spoken languages, they have huge variety, individual nuance, and creativity. Still, some spoken/written
languages can be expressed visually, such as ‘Signing Exact English’ for expressing (spoken or written) English.

Modality

Meaning is encoded in...

Sense
required

Written

Graphemes
(written characters)

Sight

Spoken

Phonemes
(distinctive sounds)

Hearing

Haptic

Touch (as in Braille or
fingerspelling)

Touch

Signed

Movements of the hands,
arms, head and body;
facial expression

Vision

Commonly associated
languages

Machine must produce...
Text

English, Finnish,
Esperanto, Quechua,
etc.

Synthesised voice
Moveable surface

British Sign Language,
Finnish Sign Language,
International Sign etc.

Avatar with distinguishable
arms, fingers, facial features,
mouth detail and posture

Table 1. Modalities of language and what they require from machines
Put another way, the signed modality is the basic modality for individual sign languages, but some other languages
can also be expressed in the signed modality. It is possible to differentiate further into full sign languages and
signed languages, such as fingerspelling, etc. often used in school education for young students (see ISO, in prep.).
A further distinction is needed between visual sign languages and tactile sign languages. For example, unlike visual
sign languages, tactile sign languages do not have clearly defined grammatical forms to mark questions. Additionally,
visual sign languages use a whole range of visible movements beyond just the handshapes hearing people typically
associated with sign. This includes facial expression, head tilt, eyebrow positions or other ways of managing what
in spoken language would be intonation (Willoughby et al. 2018). “Unlike spoken languages, sign languages employ
multiple asynchronous channels to convey information. These channels include both the manual (i.e. upper body
motion, hand shape and trajectory) and non-manual (i.e. facial expressions, mouthings, body posture) features”
(Stoll et al. 2018). It is important to distinguish all these, for understanding different people’s needs and the
different kinds of use cases of new and emerging language technologies.
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1.3.4 Haptic language
The haptic modality is used particularly by deafblind people, who have limited or no access to the visual or auditory
channels. Such communication systems can be based on an existing language (English, Finnish, etc.), often by
adapting individual sign languages to the haptic modality or by fingerspelling in a spoken and written language.
This may appear to be simply the use of the same language in a different modality; however, haptic systems are
far more complicated. Deafblind signers have heterogeneous backgrounds and needs. For example, vision loss
during life may lead to the development of idiosyncratic choices when language is developed in isolation. If a
haptic system is not related to any other language but is instead an independent development, then it constitutes an
individual language in its own right. Tadoma is a method of communication used by deafblind individuals, in which
the deafblind person places their thumb on the speaker’s lips and their fingers along the jawline. he middle three
fingers often fall along the speaker’s cheeks with the little finger picking up the vibrations of the speaker’s throat.
See https://lifeprint.com/asl101/topics/tadoma.htm. (In the USA, the movements made by deafblind users to
develop and promote interactional conventions have been referred to as ‘pro-tactile movements’ – see http://
www.protactile.org/.) ‘Haptics’, short for social-haptic communication, refers to a range of communicative symbols and practices that differ from standard tactile signing that are used to convey information, e.g. the description
of a location, to deafblind people (Willoughby et al. 2018).
Braille is the written language used by blind people to read and write. It consists of raised dots corresponding to
written characters, which can be ‘read’ with the fingers. Strictly speaking, communication through braille belongs to
the haptic modality, although it is very close to writing, especially for the speaker. For extensive introductory detail
on how Braille works, see e.g. http://www.dotlessbraille.org/.
A key detail is that there is not a one-to-one relationship between text in a visual alphabet and text in Braille.
Even plain text needs to be translated into Braille before it can be read. To complicate matters further, Braille
is language-specific, and the Braille code differs from country to country and according to domain (e.g. literary
Braille, scientific Braille, Braille music, Braille poetry, pharmaceutical Braille), medium of rendition (six-dot Braille
for paper, eight-dot for computers), and contraction levels (from two levels in British English Braille to five in the
recently revitalised Norwegian Braille). Added to this comes the issue of Braille character sets (Christensen 2009).
In section 2.3, we return to current capabilities and limitations of technologies for signed and haptic modalities.

1.4 Endless possibilities vs boundless risks, ethical challenges
The above scenarios sketch out some exciting advances, and important limitations. There are some additional
conspicuous gaps in our story. Every new technology drags behind it the inequalities of the world, and usually
contributes to them in ways nobody thought to foresee. Perhaps the most obvious inequality will be financial
access to expensive new gadgets. This will inevitably follow – and perhaps worsen – familiar disadvantages, both
enabling and disenfranchising different groups according to their means. Access will certainly not correlate to
need, or environmental impact sustained (Bender et al. 2021).
There have already been concerns raised about inequalities and injustice in emerging language technologies, for
example poorer performance in non-standard language varieties (including of ethnic minorities), or citizens being
unjustly treated due to technologies (https://www.dailydot.com/debug/facebook-translation-arrest/). NLP is
widely used to support decisions in life-altering scenarios including employment, healthcare (Char et al. 2018),
justice, and finance: who gets a loan, who gets a job, who is potentially a spy or a terrorist, who is at risk of suicide,
which medical treatment one receives, how long a prison sentence one serves, etc. But NLP is trained on human
language, and human language contains human biases (Saleiro et al. 2020). This inevitably feeds through into NLP
tools and language models (Blodgett et al. 2020). Work is underway to address this (Bender 2019; Beukeboom &
Burgers 2020; Benjamin 2020; Saleiro et al. 2020). Remedies could lead to improved equality, or perhaps polarise
society in new ways. LITHME is here to pay attention to all these possible outcomes, and to urge collaboration
that is inclusive and representative of society.
A further major gap was discussed in the previous section: sign languages. There have been many attempts to apply
similar technology to sign language: ‘smart gloves’ that decode gestures into words and sentences, and virtual avatars that do the same in reverse. But the consensus among the Deaf community so far is that these are a profoundly
poor substitute for human interpreters. They over-simplify, they elide crucial nuance, and they completely miss the
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diversity of facial expression, body posture, and social context that add multiple layers of meaning, emphasis and
feeling to sign. Moreover, these technologies help non-signers to understand something from sign but they strip
signers of much intended meaning. The inequality is quite palpable. There are early signs of progress, with small
and gradual steps towards multimodal chatbots which are more able to detect and produce facial movements and
complex gestures. But this is a much more emergent field than verbal translation, so for the foreseeable future, sign
language automation will be distantly inferior.
Another issue is privacy and security. The more we speak through and to a company’s technology, the more data
we provide. AI feeds on data, using it to learn and improve. We already trade privacy for technology. AI, the
Internet of Things, and social robots all offer endless possibilities, but they may conceal boundless risks. Whilst
improving user experiences, reducing health and safety risks, easing communication between languages and other
benefits, technology can also lead to discrimination and exclusion, surveillance, and security risks. This can take
many forms. Some exist already, and may be exacerbated, like the “filter bubbles” (Pariser 2011), “ideological
frames” (Scheufele, 1999; Guenther et al. 2020) or “echo chambers” (Cinelli et al., 2021) of social media, which risk
intellectual isolation and constrained choices (Holone 2016). Meanwhile automatic text generation will increasingly
help in identifying criminals based on their writing, for example grooming messages or threatening letters, or a
false suicide letter. Such text generation technologies can also challenge current plagiarism detection methods and
procedures, and allow speakers and writers of a language to plagiarise other original texts. Likewise, the automatic
emulation of someone’s speech can be used to trick speech recognition systems used by banks, thus contributing
to cybercriminal activities. New vectors for deception and fraud will emerge with every new advance.
The limits of technology must be clearly understood by human users. Consider the scenario we outlined earlier, a
virtual world of lifelike characters – endlessly patient interlocutors, teachers, trainers, sports partners, and plenty
else besides. Those characters will never be truly sad or happy for us, or empathise – even if they can emulate these
things. We may be diverted away from communicating and interacting with – imperfect but real – humans.
Last but not least, another challenging setting for technology is its use by minority languages communities. From
a machine learning perspective, the shortage of digital infrastructure to support these languages may hamper
development of appropriate technologies. Speakers of less widely-used languages may lag in access to the exciting
resources that are coming. The consequences of this can be far-reaching, well beyond the technological domain:
unavailability of a certain technology may lead speakers of a language to use another one, hastening the disappearance of their language altogether.
LITHME is here to scrutinise these various critical issues, not simply shrug our shoulders as we cheer exciting
shiny new gadgets. A major purpose of this report, and of the LITHME network, is to think through and foresee
future societal risks as technology advances, and amplify these warnings so that technology developers and regulators can act pre-emptively.

1.5 The way ahead
LITHME is a diverse network of researchers, developers and other specialists, aiming to share insights about how
new and emerging technologies will impact interaction and language use. We hope to foresee strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. The remainder of this report sketches the likely way ahead for the transformative
technologies identified above.
We move on now to a more detailed breakdown of new and emerging language technologies likely to see widespread adoption in the foreseeable future. The rest of the report falls into two broad areas: software; and hardware.
Section 2 examines developments in computing behind the scenes: advances in Artificial Intelligence, Natural
Language Processing, and other fields of coding that will power the human-machine era. Section 3 focuses on
the application of this software in new physical devices, which will integrate with our bodies and define the
human-machine era.
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Behind the scenes:
the software powering
the human-machine era
Summary and overview

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a broad term applied to computing approaches that enable machines to ‘learn’ from data, and generate new outputs that were not explicitly programmed into
them. AI has been trained on a wide range of inputs, including maps, weather data, planetary
movements, and human language. The major overarching goal for language AI is for machines
to both interpret and then produce language with human levels of accuracy, fluency, and speed.
Recent advances in ‘Neural Networks’ and ‘deep learning’ have enabled machines to reach unprecedented levels of accuracy in interpretation and production. Machines can receive text or
audio inputs and summarise these or translate them into other languages, with reasonable (and
increasing) levels of comprehensibility. They are not yet generally at a human level, and there
is distinct inequality between languages, especially smaller languages with less data to train the
AI, and sign languages – sign is a different ‘modality’ of language in which data collection and
machine training are significantly more difficult.
There are also persistent issues of bias. Machines learn from large bodies of human language
data, which naturally contain all of our biases and prejudices. Work is underway to address this
ongoing challenge and attempt to mitigate those biases.
Machines are being trained to produce human language and communicate with us in increasingly sophisticated ways – enabling us to talk to technology. Currently these chatbots
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power many consumer devices including ‘smart assistants’ embedded in mobile phones and
standalone units. Development in this area will soon enable more complex conversations on a
wider range of topics, though again marked by inequality, at least in the early stages, between
languages and modalities.
Automatic recognition of our voices, and then production of synthesised voices, is progressing
rapidly. Currently machines can receive and automatically transcribe many languages, though
only after training on several thousand hours of transcribed audio data. This presents issues
for smaller languages.
Deep learning has also enabled machines to produce highly lifelike synthetic voices. Recently
this has come to include the ability to mimic real people’s voices, based on a similar principle of
churning through long recordings of their voice and learning how individual sounds are produced and combined. This has remarkable promise, especially when combined with automated
translation, for both dubbing of recorded video and translation of conversation, potentially
enabling us to talk in other languages, in our own voice. There are various new ways of talking
through technology that will appear in the coming years.
Aside from text and voice, attempts are underway to train AI on sign language. Sign is an
entirely different system of language with its own grammar, and uses a mix of modalities to
achieve full meaning: not just shapes made with the hands but also facial expression, gaze, body
posture, and other aspects of social context. Currently AI is only being trained on handshapes;
other modalities are simply beyond current technologies. Progress on handshape detection and
production is focused on speed, accuracy, and making technologies less intrusive – moving
from awkward sensor gloves towards camera-based facilities embedded in phones and webcams. Still, progress is notably slower than for the spoken and written modalities.
A further significant challenge for machines will be to understand what lies beyond just words,
all the other things we achieve in conversation: from the use of intonation (questioning, happy,
aggressive, polite, etc.), to the understanding of physical space, implicit references to common
knowledge, and other aspects woven into our conversation which we typically understand
alongside our words, almost without thinking, but which machines currently cannot.
Progress to date in all these areas has been significant, and more has been achieved in recent
years than in the preceding decades. However, significant challenges lie ahead, both in the state
of the art and in the equality of its application across languages and modalities.
This section covers advances in software that will power the human-machine era. We describe
the way machines will be able to understand language. We begin with text, then move on to
speech, before looking at paralinguistic features like emotion, sentiment, and politeness.
Underlying these software advances are some techniques and processes that enable machines to understand human
speech, text, and to a lesser extent facial expression, sign and gesture. ‘Deep learning’ techniques have now been
used extensively to analyse and understand text sequences, to recognise human speech and transcribe it to text, and
to translate between languages. This has typically relied on ‘supervised’ machine learning approaches; that is, large
manually annotated corpora from which the machine can learn. An example would be a large transcribed audio
database, from which the machine could build up an understanding of the likelihood that a certain combination of
sounds correspond to certain words, or (in a bilingual corpus) that a certain word in one language will correspond
to another word in another language. The machine learns from a huge amount of data, and is then able to make
educated guesses based on probabilities in that data set.
The term ‘Neural Networks’ is something of an analogy, based on the idea that these probabilistic models are
working less like a traditional machine – with fixed inputs and outputs – and more like a human brain, able to
arrive at new solutions somewhat more independently, having ‘learned’ from prior data. This is a problematic
and somewhat superficial metaphor; the brain cannot be reduced to the sum of its parts, to its computational
abilities (see e.g. Epstein 2016; Cobb 2020; Marincat 2020). Neural Networks do represent a clear advance from
computers that simply repeat code programmed into them. Still, they continue to require extensive prior data and
programming, and have less flexibility in computing the importance and accuracy of data points. This is significant
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in the real world because, for example, the large amounts of data required for deep learning are costly and time
consuming to gather. Investment has therefore followed the line of greatest utility and profit with lowest initial
cost. Low-resource languages lose out from deep learning.
‘Deep Neural Networks’ (DNNs), by contrast, work by building up layers of knowledge about different aspects
of a given type of data, and establishing accuracies more dynamically. DNNs enable much greater flexibility in
determining, layer by layer, whether a sound being made was a ‘k’ or a ‘g’ and so on, and whether a group of sounds
together corresponded to a given word, and words to sentences. DNNs allow adaptive, dynamic, estimated guesses
of linguistic inputs which have much greater speed and accuracy. Consequently, many commercial products integrate speech recognition; and some approach a level comparable with human recognition.
Major recent advances in machine learning have centred around different approaches to Neural Networks. Widely
used technical terms include Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and Gated
Recurrent Units (GRUs). Each of these three can be used for a technique known as sequence-to-sequence, ‘seq2seq’. Introduced by Google in 2014 (https://arxiv.org/pdf/1409.3215.pdf), seq2seq analyses language input
(speech, audio etc.) not as individual words or sounds, but as combined sequences; for example in a translation
task, interpreting a whole sentence in the input (based on prior understanding of grammar) and assembling that
into a likely whole sentence in a target language – all based on probabilities of word combinations in each language.
This marks a major advance from translating word for word, and enables more fluent translations. In particular it
allows input and output sequences of different lengths, for example a different number of words in the source and
translation – useful if source and target languages construct grammar differently (for example presence of absence
of articles, prepositions, etc.) or have words that don’t translate into a single word in another language.
The above is a highly compressed review of some of the underlying machinery for machine learning of language.
Worth also noting that many of these same processes are used in areas like automatic captioning of photos (interpreting what is in a photo by comparing similar combinations of colours and shapes in billions of other photos),
facial recognition (identifying someone’s unique features by referring to different ‘layers’ of what makes a face look
like a human, like a man, like a 45 year old, and so on), self-driving cars (distinguishing a cyclist from a parking
space), and so on. These algorithms will govern far more than language technology in the human-machine era.
We move on now to discuss how these underlying machine smarts are used to analyse text, speech, paralinguistic
features like sentiment, and then visual elements like gesture and sign.

2.1 Text Technology
Headline terminology for automated text facilities include: information extraction, semantic analysis, sentiment
analysis, machine translation, text summarisation, text categorisation, keyword identification, named entity recognition, and grammar/spell-checkers, among others. A major challenge for NLP research is that most information is
expressed as unstructured text. Computational models are based on numerical entities and probabilistic modelling;
but natural language is obviously not so straightforward. Furthermore, the number of categories that exist in
natural language data is magnitudes greater than, say, image processing. Success in NLP applications has therefore
been slower and more limited.

2.1.1 Translation of texts
Humans have long had high hopes for machine translation; but for many years these hopes were in vain. The
ALPAC report (Pierce & Carroll 1966) conveyed a sense of that disappointment. Significant technological investment at this time was paying off in the developments of the early internet. Investment in machine translation,
however, generated much less satisfying results.
Initial attempts at machine translation were rule-based, built on the assumption that, if a computer was given a
set of rules, eventually it would be able to translate any combination of words. Preliminary results of trials run on
short messages produced under tightly controlled circumstances were promising. However, when fed texts produced naturally (often containing ungrammatical formulations), the system fell down. This is because translation
is not about words, but about meanings. Computers have long struggled to process meanings in a source language
and produce them in a target language.
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Attempts at machine translation were soon dropped, but were resumed later on by projects such as Google
Translate, which approached the problem not based on rules but statistics, not on direct dictionary correspondence
but on the likelihood of one word following another, or surrounding others in the semantic space. Statistical
machine translation systems first aligned large volumes of text in a source and target language side by side, and
then arrived at statistical assumptions for which words or word combinations were more likely to produce the
same meanings in another language. Companies like Google were ideally placed for this, as they indexed trillions
of pages written in many languages. The system would soon become a victim of its own success, as companies
and users worldwide started using poor quality translations, including those produced by Google, to produce
websites in many different languages. As a result, poor quality data fed into the same system. Garbage in, garbage
out. Statistical machine translation, too, then fell short of expectations, and Google invited their users to correct
the translations produced by the system.
Translation is nowadays perhaps the area where human-machine interaction technologies have advanced the most.
Yet, not all types of translation have evolved at the same pace; translation of written language has progressed more
than spoken and haptic languages.
More recently, research has focused on neural machine translation (NMT). The rationale behind NMT is that
technology is able to simulate human reasoning and hence produce human-like machine translations. Indeed,
the functions of MT are likely to continue to expand. In the area of machine translation there are now various
utilities including Google Translate, Microsoft Translate and DeepL. Open source alternatives include ESPNet,
and FBK-Fairseq-ST.
These are based on deep learning techniques, and can produce convincing results for many language pairs. Deep
learning uses large datasets of previously translated text to build probabilistic models for translating new text.
There are many such sources of data. One example is multilingual subtitles: and within these, a particularly useful
dataset comes from TED talks – these are routinely translated by volunteers into many languages with administratively managed quality checks; they cover a variety of topics and knowledge domains, and they are open access
(Cettolo et al. 2012). There are limitations, for example translations are mainly from English to other languages;
and since many talks are pre-scripted, they may not represent typical conversational register (Dupont & Zufferey
2017; Lefer & Grabar 2015). TED talks are nevertheless valuable for parallel data. They are employed as a data set
for statistical machine translation systems and are one of the most popular data resources for multilingual neural
machine translation (Aharoni et al. 2019; Chu et al. 2017; Hoang et al. 2018; Khayrallah et al. 2018; Zhang et al.
2019).
The accuracy of machine translation is lower in highly inflected languages (as in the Slavic family), and agglutinative languages (like Hungarian, Turkish, Korean, and Swahili). In many cases, this can be remedied with more
data, since the basis of deep learning is precisely to churn through huge data sets to infer patterns. This, however,
presents problems for languages spoken by relatively small populations – often minority languages. Hence, progress is running at different paces, with potential for inequalities.
Even though deep learning techniques can provide good results, there are still rule-based machine translation systems in the market like that of the oldest machine learning company SYSTRAN (systransoft.com). There are also
open source systems like Apertium (apertium.org). These toolkits allow users to train neural machine translation
(NMT) systems with parallel corpora, word embeddings (for source and target languages), and dictionaries. The
different toolkits offer different (maybe overlapping) model implementations and architectures. Nematus (https://
github.com/EdinburghNLP/nematus) implements an attention-based encoder-decoder model for NMT built in
Tensorflow. OpenNMT (opennmt.net, https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P17-4012) and MarianNMT (https://
marian-nmt.github.io/) are two other open source translation systems. One of the most prolific open source
machine translation systems is the Moses phrase-based system (https://www.statmt.org/moses), used by Amazon
and Facebook, among other corporations. Moses was also successfully used for translation of MOOCs across four
translation directions – from English into German, Greek, Portuguese, and Russian (Castilho et. al. 2017).
Another research trend is AI-powered Quality Estimation (QE) of machine translation. This provides a quality
indication for machine translation output without human intervention. Much work is being undertaken on QE,
and some systems such as those of Memsource (https://www.memsource.com/features/translation-quality-estimation/) are available; but so far none seems to have reached sufficient robustness for large-scale adoption.
According to Sun et al. (2020), it is likely that QE models trained on publicly available datasets are simply guessing
translation quality rather than estimating it. Although QE models might capture fluency of translated sentences
and complexity of source sentences, they cannot model adequacy of translations effectively. There could be vari15
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ous reasons for this, but this ineffectiveness has been attributed to potential inherent flaws in current QE datasets,
which cause the resulting models to ignore semantic relationships between translated segments and the originals,
resulting in incorrect judgments of adequacy.
CJEU MT Systran – SYStem TRANSlation has contributed significantly to machine translation (https://curia.
europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2013-04/cp130048en.pdf). Another example is the European
Union’s eTranslation online machine translation service, which is provided by the European Commission (EC) for
European official administration, small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), and higher education institutions
(https://ec.europa.eu/info/resources-partners/machine-translation-public-administrations-etranslation_en).
Bergamot (browser.mt/) is a further interesting project whose aim is to add and improve client-side machine translation in a web browser. The project will release an open-source software package to run inside Mozilla Firefox.
It aims to enable bottom-up adoption by non-experts, resulting in cost savings for private and public sector users.
Lastly, ParaCrawl (paracrawl.eu/) is a European project which applies state-of-the-art neural methods to the
detection of parallel sentences, and the processing of the extracted corpora.
As mentioned above, translation systems tend to focus on languages spoken by large populations. However, there
are systems focusing on low-resource languages. For instance, the GoURMET project (https://gourmet-project.
eu/) aims to use and improve neural machine translation for low-resource language pairs and domains. The WALS
database (https://wals.info/) (Dryer & Haspelmath 2013) is used to improve systems (language transfer), especially for less-resourced languages (Naseem et al. 2012; Ahmad et al. 2019).
Machine translation has been particularly successful when applied to specialized domains, such as education, health,
and science. Activities focused on specific domains abound: for example, the Workshop for Machine Translation
(WMT) has offered a track on biomedical machine translation which has led to the development of domain-specific resources. http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/biomedical-translation-task.html. There are limited parallel corpora,
and much more monolingual data in specialized domains (e.g. for the biomedical domain: https://www.aclweb.
org/anthology/L18-1043.pdf). Back-translation is studied to integrate monolingual corpus into NMT training of
domain-adapted machine translation (https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P17-2061.pdf).
European Language Resource Coordination (ELRC) — http://lr-coordination.eu/node/2 — is gathering data
(corpora) specialised on Digital Service Infrastructures. The EU’s Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) in Telecom
enables cross-border interaction between organisations (public and private). Projects financed by CEF Telecom
usually deliver domain-specific corpora (especially for less resourced languages) for training and tuning of the
e-Translation system. Examples include MARCELL (marcell-project.eu) and CURLICAT (curlicat.eu).
Currently, the main obstacle is the need for huge amounts of data. As noted above, this creates inequalities for
smaller languages. Current technology based on neural systems conceal a hidden threat: neural systems require
much more data for training than rule-based or traditional statistical machine-learning systems. Hence, technological language inclusion depends to a significant extent on how much data is available, which furthers the technological gap between ‘resourced’ and ‘under-resourced’ languages. Inclusion of additional, under-resourced languages
is desirable, but this becomes harder as the resources to build on are scarce. Consequently, these languages will be
excluded from the use of current technologies for a long time to come and this might pose serious threats to the
vitality and future active use of such languages. A useful analytical tool to assess the resources of such languages
is the ‘Digital Language Vitality Scale’ (Soria 2017).
Advances in ‘transfer learning’ may help here (Nguyen & Chiang 2017; Aji et al. 2020), as well as less supervised MT (Artetxe el al. 2018). Relevant examples include HuggingFace (https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/
opus-mt-mt-en) and OPUS (opus.nlpl.eu). There is also a need to consider the economic impact for translation
companies. For example in Wales the Cymen translation company has developed and trained its own NMT within
its workflow, as part of the public-private SMART partnership (https://businesswales.gov.wales/expertisewales/
support-and-funding-businesses/smart-partnerships). Other companies (e.g. rws.com) have adopted similar approaches. The benefits of such technology are evident, although their use raises issues related to ownership of
data, similarly to older ethical questions of who owns translation memories.
Human translators have not yet been entirely surpassed, but machines are catching up. A 2017 university study of
Korean-English translation, pitting various machine translators against a human rival, came out decisively in favour
of the human; but still the machines averaged around one-third accuracy (Andrew 2018). Another controlled test,
comparing the accuracy of automated translation tools, concludes that “new technologies of neural and adaptive
translation are not just hype, but provide substantial improvements in machine translation quality” (Lilt Labs 2017).
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More recently, Popel et al. (2020) demonstrated a deep learning system for machine translation of news media,
which human judges assessed as more accurate than humans, though not yet as fluent. This was limited to news
media, which is a specific linguistic register that follows fairly predictable conventions compared to conversation,
personal correspondence, etc. (see Biber & Conrad, 2009); but this still shows progress.

2.1.2 Sentiment, bias
Sentiment analysis is the use of automated text analysis to detect and infer opinions, feelings, and other subjective
aspects of writing – for example whether the writer was angry or happy. Extensive contributions have been made
already, especially in more widely spoken languages (see Yadav & Vishwakarma 2020, for an accessible review).
Social networking sites represent a landscape continuously enriched by vast amounts of data daily. Finding and
extracting the hidden “pearls” from the ocean of social media generated data constitutes one of the great advantages that sentiment analysis and opinion mining techniques can provide. Nevertheless, language spoken by social
networks, like tagging, likes, the context of the comment, have yet to be explored by communities in computation,
linguistics, and social sciences in order to improve the results on automatic sentiment analysis performance.
Some well known business applications include product and services reviews (Yang et al. 2020), financial markets
(Carosia et al. 2020), customer relationship management (Capuano et al. 2020), marketing strategies and research
(Carosia et al. 2019), politics (Chauhan et al. 2021), and in e-learning environments (Kastrati et al. 2020), among
others. Most work for sentiment extraction has focused on English or other more widely used languages; and
only a few studies have identified and proposed patterns for sentiment extraction as a tool applicable for multiple
languages (i.e. for bridging the gap between languages) (Abbasi et al. 2008; Vilares et al. 2017).
Focusing now on machine translation, the authors in Baccianella et al. (2010), Denecke (2008) and Esuli &
Sebastiani (2006) performed sentiment classification for German texts using a multi-lingual approach. The authors
translated the German texts into English language and then used SentiWordNet to assign polarity scores. Poncelas
et al. (2020) discussed both advantages and drawbacks of sentiment analysis on translated texts. They reported
exceptionally good results from English to languages like French and Spanish, which are relatively close to English
in grammar, syntax etc.; but less good results for languages like Japanese, which are structurally more distinct.
Shalunts et al. (2016) investigated the impact of machine translation on sentiment analysis. The authors translated
Russian, German and Spanish datasets into English. The experimental results showed less than 5% performance
difference for sentiment analysis in English vs. non-English datasets. This gives an indication that multilingual
translation can help to create multilingual corpora for sentiment analysis. Balahur & Turchi (2014) performed
machine translation to translate an English dataset of New York Times articles into German, French and Spanish
using three different translators (Google, Bing & Moses). These four different texts were then used to train the
multilingual sentiment classifier. For the test, the authors also used Yahoo Translator. The results supported the
quality of translated text and sentiment analysis. Barriere & Balahur (2020) proposed to use automatic translation
and multilingual transformer models. These are the recent advances in the NLP to solve the problem of sentiment
analysis in multi-language combinations. For more detailed analysis in this area, see Lo et al. (2017).
On the issue of bias, machine learning has been applied to, for example, hyperpartisan news detection; that is, news
articles biased towards a person, a party or a certain community (Färber et al. 2019).
Bias, however, has increasingly been an issue discussed in language created automatically by machines themselves.
Popular cited examples include Google Translate translating non-gendered languages like Finnish and adding
gendered pronouns according to traditional gender associations: “he works, she cooks”, etc. One of the challenges
faced by machine learning systems and methods, in general, is judging the “fairness” of the computational model
underlying those systems. Because machine learning uses real data produced by real people, to which some sort
of statistical processing is applied, it is reasonable to expect that the closer those systems are to human communication, the more likely they are to reproduce all things – good and bad – about the respective population. When
training corpora are skewed towards white American English-speaking males, the systems tend to be more error
prone when handling speech by English-speaking females and varieties of English other than American (Hovy
et al. 2017; Tatman 2017; see also https://plan-norge.no/english/girls-first; Costa-Jussà 2019). Such systems reproduce social and cultural issues and stereotypes (Nangia et al. 2020, Vanmassenhove et al. 2018), and racial bias
(Saunders et al. 2016; Lum & Isaac 2016).
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Further relevant technical terminology in this field includes:
• sentiment ontologies
• enrichment and refinement
• syntactic-semantic relations
• metaphoric and implicit language properties
• sentiment evaluative terms
• multimodal contexts – for spoken data analysis performance
Likely future developments
Work is underway to mitigate gender and other bias in machine learning, for example the automatic gendering
discussed above, e.g. Sun et al. (2019), Tomalin et al. (2021). This will be especially important since automatically
produced texts feed into future machine learning, potentially exacerbating their own biases.
There are also early attempts to mobilise automated sentiment analysis for predicting suicide or self-harm, using
the writing of known sufferers and victims to predict these conditions in others, scaled up using massive data sets
(see e.g. Patil et al. 2020). From the clinical to the verificational and forensic: voice is already used as an alternative
to passwords in call centres (voice signature verified by algorithm); and sentiment analysis is under development for
identifying early signs of political extremist behaviour or radicalisation (see e.g. Asif et al. 2020; De Bruyn 2020).
The focus on text brings distinct limitations for other modalities – speech, sign, gesture, etc. Further studies are
also required to address the cross-lingual differences and to design better sentiment classifiers. Future developments will also seek to enhance detection approaches with more accurate supervised/semi-supervised ML
techniques, including transfer (transformer) models. From the linguistic standpoint, many approaches have been
recently introduced, such as Google’s Neural Machine Translation (https://research.google/pubs/pub45610/)
for delivering English text contextually similar to a certain foreign language.

2.1.3 Text-based conversation
Within technology circles, ‘chatbots’ are seen as relatively primitive early predecessors to smarter and more
complex successors; terms for these include “dialogue systems” (Klüwer 2011), “conversational interfaces” and
“conversational AI”. However, the term ‘chatbot’ has stuck and become much more common; it is therefore likely
to continue dominating the popular understanding of all sorts of conversational interfaces, including dialogue
systems, intelligent agents, companions and voice assistants. So we use the term ‘chatbot’ in this report as an
umbrella term. Current chatbots are very heterogeneous. This section is only a brief overview of all aspects of
chatbot technology. For a more detailed reference see for example McTear (2020).
Chatbots embody a long-held fantasy for humanity: a machine capable of maintaining smart conversations with
its creator. Chatbot technology has three principle requirements: understanding what the user said; understanding
what to do next; and doing this next (usually sending a response, sometimes also performing other actions).
ELIZA (Weizenbaum 1966) is recognised to be the first chatbot. It was followed by thousands of similar machines.
ELIZA was primitive: able to recognise patterns in written input, and retrieve precompiled responses. Over time,
the complexity of the language comprehension capabilities increased. Audio- and video-signals were also added to
the initial text-only communication.
A variety of use cases for chatbots have been explored in academic research, such as education, health, companionship, and therapy. Despite significant research, only a few of the first chatbots reached the commercial market and
a wider audience (usually customer service contexts). Some car manufacturers installed conversational interfaces
for GPS controls and hands-free phone calls. More complex, technical, forensic or clinical uses are likely some way
off; indeed current early experiments have led to some alarming initial results, such as a prototype healthcare chatbot answering a dummy test patient’s question “Should I kill myself ?”, with “I think you should” (Hutson 2021).
In 2015, social network providers realised that people use instant messengers more intensively than social networks.
This was the time of the “chatbot revolution”: messengers opened their APIs to developers and encouraged
them to become chatbot developers by providing learning resources and free-of-charge access to developer tools.
Natural Language Understanding as a service became a rapidly developing business area.
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Natural Language Understanding (NLU) includes a range of technologies such as pattern-based NLU; these are
powerful and successful due to a huge number of stored patterns. For instance, AIML (Artificial Intelligence
Mark-up Language) forms the brain of KuKi (former Mitsuku), the Loebner prize-winner chatbot.

2.2 Speech Technology
The previous section discussed machines analysing and producing written language, including translation. The
current section turns to machines working on spoken language, also including a focus on translation. Relevant
terminology includes Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Speech-To-Text (STT).
The human voice is impressive technology. It allows hearing people to express ideas, emotions, personality, mood,
and other thoughts to other hearing people. In addition to linguistic characteristics, speech carries important paralinguistic features over and above the literal meaning of words, information about intensity, urgency, sentiment,
and so on can all be conveyed in our tone, pace, pitch and other features that accompany the sounds we call words.
Think of the word ‘sorry’. You could say this sincerely or sarcastically, earnestly or reluctantly, happily or sadly;
you could say it in your local dialect or a more standard form; as you say it you could cry, sigh, exhale heavily,
etc.; and if you heard someone saying sorry, you could immediately decode all these small but highly meaningful
nuances, from voice alone. Context matters too: are you sorry only for yourself, or on behalf of someone else?
Are you apologising to one person, two people, a whole country, or the entire United Federation of Planets? Fully
understanding an apology means fully grasping these contextual details.
Now think about programming a machine to grasp all that, to listen like a human. It’s much more than simply
teaching the machine to piece together sounds into words. But progress is occurring. The evolution of speech
recognition and natural language understanding have opened the way to numerous applications of voice in smart
homes and ambient-assisted living, healthcare, military, education etc.
Speech technologies are considered to be one of the most promising sectors, with the global market estimated at
$9.6 billion in 2020 and forecasted increase to $32.2 billion by 2027 (Research & Markets 2020). But as we have
cautioned already, if private corporations are leading on these technologies, then significant concerns arise with
regard to data security, privacy, and equality of access.

Figure 2. Automatic speech recognition and voice synthesis

2.2.1 Automatic speech recognition, speech-to-text, and speech-to-speech
2.2.1.1 What is it, and how is it performed?
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is the ability of devices to recognize human speech. In 1952, the first speech
recognizer ‘Audrey’ was invented at Bell Laboratories. Since then, ASR has been rapidly developing. In the early
1970s, the US Department of Defence’s Advanced Research Projects Agency funded a program involving ASR.
This led to Carnegie Mellon University’s ‘Harpy’ (1976), which could recognize over 1000 words. In the 1980s,
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Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) also made a big impact, allowing researchers to move beyond conventional
recognition methods to statistical approaches. Accuracy, accordingly, increased. By the 1990s, products began to
appear on the market. Perhaps the most well-known is Dragon Dictate (released 1990) – which, though cutting
edge for its time, actually required consumer’s to “train” the algorithm themselves, and to speak very slowly.
Progress from this point was relatively slow until the 2010s, when Deep Neural Networks (DNNs, discussed
earlier) were introduced in speech engineering.
Commercial speech recognition facilities include Microsoft Windows’ inbuilt dictation facility (https://support.
microsoft.com/en-us/fec94565-c4bd-329d-e59a-af033fa5689f), IBM Watson (ibm.com/cloud/watson-speechto-text), Amazon Transcribe (aws.amazon.com/transcribe), and Google Speech-to-Text (cloud.google.com/
speech-to-text).
Open source alternatives include Mozilla Deep Speech (github.com/mozilla/DeepSpeech), NVIDIA Jasper
(https://nvidia.github.io/OpenSeq2Seq/html/speech-recognition/jasper), Kaldi ASR (https://github.com/kaldiasr/kaldi), wav2letter (https://github.com/flashlight/wav2letter), VOSK (alphacephei.com/vosk), and FairseqS2T (Wang et al. 2020). Notably some of these open source facilities are developed by private companies (e.g.
Facebook, NVIDIA) with their own incentives to contribute to other products in their portfolio.
A recently founded EU-funded project, MateSUB (matesub.com), is leveraging these kinds of capabilities specifically for adding subtitles following speech recognition. Machine translation of subtitles was the topic of the
SUMAT project http://www.fp7-sumat-project.eu/.
2.2.1.2 What are some of the challenges?
Many challenges remain for machines to faithfully and reliably decode human speech. These include at least the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Different words that sound the same, like ‘here’/‘hear’, ‘bare’/‘bear’. These are known as ‘homophones’ (i.e. same sound) and require more than just the sound alone to understand
Rapidly switching between dialects or languages (‘code-switching’), which is extremely common in
normal human conversation around the world
Variability in the volume or quality of someone’s voice, including things like illness, or physical blockages like chewing food
Ambient sounds like echoes or road noise
Transfer influences from one’s first language(s) to second languages (Elfeky et al. 2018; Li et al. 2017)
All sorts of other conversational devices we use, like elisions (skipping sounds within words to say
them more easily), or repair (making a small error and going back to correct it)
Paralinguistic features: pace, tone, intonation, volume

For all these various levels of meaning and nuances of speech, there are relatively few annotated ‘training sets’,
that is, databases of speech that contain not only transcribed speech but all that other necessary information, in
a format a machine could understand. This is especially acute for lesser-resourced languages. And if systems are
initially trained on English (and/or English paired with other languages), and then transferred to other languages
and language pairs, there could be a bias towards the norms of the English language, which might differ with other
languages.
The issue of speaker variation (individual variation, non-standard dialects, learner varieties, etc.) requires greater
attention. Equal access to speech recognition technology will depend heavily on this. A standardized framework
for describing these is under development in ISO (International Organization for Standardization).
Likely future improvements
Traditional speech technologies require massive amounts of transcribed speech and expert knowledge. While this
works fairly well for ‘major’ languages, the majority of the world’s languages lack such resources. A large amount
of research is therefore dedicated to the development of speech technologies for ‘low-resource’ or ‘zero-resource’
languages. The idea is to mimic the way infants learn to speak, spontaneously, directly from raw sensory input, with
minimal or no supervision.
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A huge step towards unsupervised speech recognition was made when Facebook released wav2vec (Schneider et
al. 2019) and its successor wav2vec 2.0 (Baevski et al. 2020), which is able to achieve a 5.2% word error rate using
only 10 minutes of transcribed speech. It learns speech representations directly from raw speech signals without
any annotations, requiring no domain knowledge, while the model is fine-tuned using only a minimal amount of
transcribed speech. This holds great promise, though success will depend on factors including accessibility, privacy
concerns, and end user cost.
Mozilla Deep Speech, accompanied with its annotated data CommonVoice initiative (see next section), aims to employ transfer learning. That is, models previously trained on existing large annotated corpora, such as for American
English, are adapted and re-trained with smaller annotated corpora for a new domain and or language. Such an
approach has been proven to be viable for bootstrapping speech recognition in a voice assistant for a low-resourced
language. Companies like Google, as well as many university AI research groups, are busily attempting to apply
self-supervised learning techniques to the automatic discovery and learning of representations in speech. With
little or no need for an annotated corpus, self-supervised learning has the potential to provide speech technology
to a very wide diversity of languages and varieties: see for example https://icml-sas.gitlab.io/.
Further challenges ahead for automated subtitling include improved quality, and less reliance on human post-editing (Matusov et al. 2019).

2.2.2 Voice Synthesis
2.2.2.1 What is it, and how is it performed?
Voice synthesis is the ability of machines to produce speech sounds artificially.
With origins as a niche research field – restricted to the most highly trained specialists – speech synthesis is now a
large domain with people of varying specialisms producing core components of successful commercial products.
The success of voices like Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri were built on years of work on speech modelling and
parametrization. Contemporary systems, based on advanced neural modelling techniques, get us closer to bridging
the quality and naturalness gap while still offering flexibility and control. They are capable of modelling challenging
heterogeneous data, i.e. data that contains multiple sources of variation such as speakers and languages, non-ideal
recording conditions, and expressive and spontaneous speech.
The current cutting edge in voice synthesis is to go beyond simply creating a ‘life-like’ robot voice, and instead fully
mimicking a real person. This can be achieved by mobilising the recently discussed ‘deep learning’ advances in AI.
A voice synthesis algorithm can take a recording of a person’s voice (ideally a relatively long one with a range of
different sounds), and then apply deep learning techniques to assemble building blocks of sounds in that person’s
voice – their accent, their pitch, tone, pace, and use of pauses and fillers. The machine can then create entirely
new words, in new combinations, with that person’s unique cadence, and with smooth transitions between words.
There is a vibrant and jostling market of companies offering automated voice mimicry, for example ReSpeecher
(respeecher.com). They offer revoicing of a user’s voice of another person, and automated dubbing of video into
other languages in the actors’ original voices. MateDUB (matedub.com) is an EU-funded project for automatically
creating dubbed audio. Anyone is free to upload their voice and set a price for using the new automated voice.
This means it isn’t free, but it is significantly cheaper than voice actors recording everything. Another service is
videodubber.com. Amazon is also working in this area: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2001.06785.pdf.
Mozilla’s Common Voice (https://commonvoice.mozilla.org) aims to bring some of these capabilities to the world
in a fully free and open-source way. This is intended to complement Mozilla’s ‘Deep Speech’ speech recognition
utility mentioned earlier in this report.
Further relevant terminology in the field of voice synthesis includes:
•
•
•

Text processing and signal processing, including text normalisation, letter-to-sound conversion, short
term analysis of sequential signals, frequency analysis and pitch extraction
Concatenative speech synthesis, including diphone synthesis and unit selection synthesis
Statistical parametric based speech synthesis, including parametrizing speech using vocoders and
acoustic modelling using HMMs
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•
•

Currently: deep neural networks for acoustic modelling and waveform generation (replacing decision
tree HMM-based models and vocoders)
Advanced techniques for acoustic modelling using sequence-to-sequence (‘seq2seq’) (Hewitt & Kriz
2018) models for end-to-end (‘e2e’) speech synthesis (Taylor & Richmond 2020)

2.2.2.2 What are some of the challenges?
Some challenges are similar to voice recognition as noted earlier, for example the availability of data to train
machines: Mozilla Common Voice for example requires 10,000 hours of speech to add a new language. Work is
ongoing to bridge this gap by applying ‘transfer learning’, as discussed earlier; see for example Jones (2020) on
development of a voice assistant for Welsh. Other common challenges with voice recognition include linguistic
structural issues like homophones and code-switching.
Challenges specific to voice synthesis include:
•
•

•

Achieving “naturalness”, that is, passing for human according to human test subjects
Persuasiveness and trustworthiness of automated voices; for example Dubiel et al., 2020, compare the
persuasiveness of a chatbot speaking in different styles: “debating style vs. speech from audio-books”,
while Gálvez et al. (2017) discuss variability in pitch, intensity and speech rate linked to judgements of
truthfulness
measures to detect and intercept malicious imitation used for identity fraud

Speech recognition and voice synthesis can be combined together in various combined software applications.
The application of machine translation to spoken language is more recent, though gaining rapidly in use. The
principles do not differ significantly. The technology that enables two or more interlocutors to communicate in
their own language in near real time already exists and is available to common users. Jibbigo, which was developed
at Carnegie Mellon University in the early 2000s, is a good example. It started as an iPhone app to provide speechto-speech translation between English and Spanish, but later included more languages, and was also ported to
Android. In addition to popular tools like Microsoft Translator and Google Translate, a number of services are
available that provide users with voice translation, or allow them to translate text and then read it aloud: iTranslate
(https://www.itranslate.com), Speak to Voice Translator (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=voice.
translate.speak.translation&hl=en_US&gl=US) VoiceTra (https://voicetra.nict.go.jp/en/) Voice Translator
2020
(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.passsaga.voicetranslation&hl=en_US&gl=US),
Translate All: Translation Voice Text & Dictionary (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.xidau.
translator&hl=en_US&gl=US), Speak & Translate (https://www.apalon.com/speak_and_translate.html) SayHi
Translate (https://www.sayhi.com/en/translate/) and Naver Papago – AI Translator (https://apps.apple.com/
gb/app/naver-papago-ai-translator/id1147874819).
Skype has also developed its own voice translation system, Skype Translator (https://www.skype.com/en/features/skype-translator/) which enables translation of text from/into over 60 languages, and speech from/into 11
languages (or, to be more precise, language varieties), including Chinese (Simplified and Traditional), English (UK
and US), French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish. More languages will certainly follow
in the near future.
The development of applications for machine translation of haptic languages has been slower, especially given
the limitations underlying haptic language technologies. Yet, systems have evolved significantly in recent years.
RoboBraille.org (http://www.robobraille.org/) is an online service designed to translate text into braille, rendered
as either six-dot or eight-dot Braille (Christensen 2009). A similar functionality is provided by BrailleTranslator.
org (https://www.brailletranslator.org/). The Dot Translation Engine and its related tactile device, the Dot Mini,
allows the visually impaired to translate documents rapidly into Braille (https://hyperinteractive.de/portfolio/
dot-translation-engine/). For a current overview of technologies taking automated approaches to Braille, see
Shokat et al. (2020). The Concept Coding Framework (CCF) is an attempt to provide a generic approach to make
content interoperable in any language/communication modality: http://www.conceptcoding.org/.
Most machine translation of speech currently works by interpreting voice patterns into words, then assembling this
into speech, before ‘reading out’ that text in a synthesised voice. Further advances in machine translation are working towards direct speech-to-speech translation, for example the Google Translatotron: https://google-research.
github.io/lingvo-lab/translatotron/.
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2.3 Visual and tactile elements of interaction
We previously discussed sign language and the contribution of factors like facial expression and body posture to
the meaning of sign. Sign languages make use of a wide range of very specific bodily cues. In spoken language
too, the body is used, though less precisely. For hearing people, the body is a wide paint roller; for signers, it is a
fine brush. As we also noted earlier, machine analysis of the visual elements of interaction has quite some way to
go in comparison to voice and text.

2.3.1 Facial expression, gesture, sign language
Sorgini et al. (2018) give a review of progress in this area. Small-sized, tailor-made, low-cost haptic interfaces are
in development. These interfaces will be integrated with common devices such as smartphones, contributing to
a massification of sensory assistants among those impaired. This will also mean a move from invasive sensory
implants to less invasive alternatives (ibid.).
Machines have different tasks ahead of them in gauging the importance of body movements. For example, there
is work aiming to simply identify who is speaking based on gesture (Gebre et al. 2013). The task gets more and
more specific until we get down to the much more precise work of interpreting sign language, which is still some
appreciable way from being within the command of machines. As explained by Jantunen et al. (2021), research
into automated sign language detection, processing and translation is important and worthy; but currently no
automated systems are anywhere close to full functionality.
First of all, as we noted earlier in this report, sign languages are not just a visual rendering of spoken language.
They are entirely separate languages, with their own grammar. These grammars have attracted significant research
attention. A relevant source for comparative grammars of sign languages, potentially relevant for computational
purposes, is the Sign-Hub project (sign-hub.eu/). Additionally, rule-based machine translation has recently demonstrated promising results for sign language, given how it represents grammar (Filhol et al. 2016). But these endeavours have faced serious limitations. Sign-hub has adopted the formal (generative) theory as its starting point, so the
blueprint of sign language grammars is based on the study of spoken language, and especially English. The sensor
gloves, too, require further development, not the least because the data used in the test/evaluation of the sensor
gloves was only ten finger alphabets and number signs plus one emblem gesture, “I love you”. That is eleven sign
types, and only in American Sign Language. Consequently, it still remains to be established how the information
produced as part of the Sign-hub can be used to contribute to a robust and generally accepted SL translator.
Hadjadj et al. (2018) proposed an alternative approach to the grammar of French Sign language that takes into
account the additional grammatical characteristics of sign language. There is much progress left to make here.
One problem for machine learning of sign language is shared with minority spoken languages: scarce and unstructured data. For spoken languages, this is somewhat easier to solve than for sign: just feed more data into the same
systems used for larger languages; and/or improve ‘transfer learning’ approaches which we discussed earlier. For
sign, the problem is much more complex. Systems for automatic recognition of speech (audio only) and writing
simply cannot understand sign. Sign language corpora are not only smaller than spoken corpora; they are much
harder to gather. Remember that sign is a different modality to speech; sign corpora must be annotated manually
for machines to learn from, which is demanding and very time-consuming (Jantunen et al. 2021). The main enigma
for machine translation of sign language in the near future is the bounty of unconventional characteristics that
exist in all sign languages – the so-called indicating and depicting aspects of signed utterances – which are not
easily translatable.
As a result, data sets are fewer, and those that exist have been collected under “controlled environments with
limited vocabulary” (Camgöz et al. 2018: 7785). Eventually, machines learn from annotated models, and not directly from video as would be required to capture the inherently multimodal nature of sign. Attempts have been
made to make progress in this area, by finding new ways to collect multimodal data (Camgöz et al. 2018) and to
program intelligent avatars to produce sign language after translating speech (Stoll et al. 2018). Neural networks
generate video content without relying on extensive motion capture data and complex animation. Nevertheless, as
the authors caution, this work is rare and foundational, and still far behind the progress achieved so far by research
into writing and speech. Another issue is the confidentiality of the individuals involved in the production of sign
language samples collected for shared datasets: as a recent study suggests, signers can be recognized based on
motion capture information (Bigand et al. 2020).
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Although all progress is welcome, the technological advances in the field of sign language have been slow, when
compared to the pace at which written and spoken language technologies have evolved.
As Jantunen et al. (2021) predict, machine translation of sign languages will face at least three important challenges
for some time to come (that is, long after similar obstacles are overcome for spoken and written modalities): (a)
multimodality, wherein meaning is made not only with hand gestures but also with a rich mix of gesture, facial
expression, body posture, and other physical cues, yet even the most advanced detection systems in development
are focused only on hand movement; (b) there are hundreds to thousands of sign languages, but research so far
has focused on ‘major’ sign languages, so the complexity of sign language communication and translation is higher
than gesture-recognition systems currently take into account; (c) meaning often also depends on socio-cultural
context and signers’ knowledge of each other’s lives, which machines cannot know (and training them to find out
provokes major privacy concerns).
In section 1.3.3 we discussed sign language. In section 2.3.1 we expand sign recognition and synthesis – including
its many persistent limitations.

2.3.2 Tactile expression and haptic technology
Haptic assistive technologies build upon tactile sense to offer sensory information to deaf, blind and deaf-blind
individuals when communicating with the non-disabled community. The visual and auditory cues received by the
machine are converted into haptic feedback; that is, targeted pressure on the skin in a pattern that corresponds to
meaning.
It is a common misconception that the human-machine interaction of blind people requires a special, highly
specific and sophisticated, Braille-enabled computer. Currently, a blind person can use an ordinary computer,
equipped with an ordinary keyboard; no physical adaptations or alterations are required. They touch-type, perhaps
using automated audio readouts of each keystroke to confirm. Instead of a mouse, shortcut keys are used (many
such shortcuts pre-date the invention of the computer mouse and are quite standard). The information shown
in the computer screen is vocalised by a “screen reader” using voice synthesis methods discussed earlier. Screen
readers also allow users to control a Braille terminal – a device connected to the computer to show the computer
screen in Braille. Information can also be printed using a Braille printer.
Research into so-called tactile sign language is even scarcer (Willoughby et al. 2018), partly because tactile sign
languages are still developing stable conventions. The group of deaf-blind signers is highly heterogeneous (ibid.),
and the influence of sociolinguistic or fluency factors (e.g. at what life stage did the tactile sign language acquisition occur) is still unknown. Because so much pragmatic information in visual sign languages is communicated
non-manually, such meaning can hardly be made – if at all – with tactile signs. We are at our most cautious when
discussing progress in this area.

2.4 Pragmatics: the social life of words
As well as words and body movements, machines will also need to understand the purpose of each utterance, and
how it changes the world around us. This brings us into the realm of pragmatics, including the subtle negotiation
of politeness, sincerity, honesty, deception, and so on. Pragmatics has a long history as an academic discipline, and
more recently the interdisciplinary field of Computational Pragmatics has arisen, somewhat as a subdiscipline of
Computational Linguistics.
Computational Pragmatics is perhaps less developed than other areas of Computational Linguistics, basically due
to two main limitations: the need to further develop and structure Pragmatics itself as a theoretical field; and the
need to further develop other subdisciplinary areas of Computational Linguistics, not least gesture recognition.
The first limitation is the bounds of Pragmatics itself. This should not be underestimated. It remains quite an
enigma how we combine such a rich and diverse range of actions to achieve things in conversation. There is simply
a vast and splaying prism of pragmatic meaning-making, the myriad social meanings and intentions that go into
what we say, and the similarly disparate array of effects these have in the world. Pragmatics is simply enormous,
and very far from reaching any kind of unifying theories – it is sometimes affectionately (or exasperatedly) labelled
“the pragmatics wastebasket” (Yule 1996: 6) for accommodating more or less all communicative phenomena
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that do not neatly fit in other linguistic levels (syntax, morphology, etc.). To elaborate a little further, the myriad
phenomena at play include at least:
•
•
•
•
•

how we encode physical distance (“You’re too far away”, “Come closer”)
how we select the right terms to address each other (“Madam”, “buddy”, “Mx”, etc.)
tacit cultural knowledge, or prior understanding that directly affects word choice, like who I am and
who you are, where we are, what will happen if you drop a ball vs. a glass, etc.
how we convince people to do things by appearing authoritative, weak, apologetic, etc.
discourse markers and fillers (“hmm”, “uhuh”, “right”)

And for every single one of these, there is bountiful and wonderful but baffling and unknowable diversity and
change – across languages and cultures, within smaller groups, between individuals, and in the same individual
when talking to different people at different times. All this adds up to quite a challenge for machines to understand
pragmatic meaning.
The second limitation noted above is the need to further develop other fields of Computational Linguistics.
Recognising and classifying pragmatic phenomena first relies on recognising and classifying other linguistic phenomena (e.g. phonological, prosodic, morphological, syntactic or semantic). If someone tells a friend they are short
of money, it could imply a request, a dispensation, a simple plea for pity, or something else; a machine cannot know
which without first knowing about different ways of describing money, poverty, and so on; as well as the subtle
but vital combination of gestures, facial expressions and other movements that could contribute to any of these
intended meanings. All this might entail the incorporation into pragmatics-related corpora of sound at a larger
scale and its processing and annotation with adequate schemes and formats.
Archer et al. (2008) mention two definitions of computational pragmatics: “the computational study of the relation
between utterances and action” (Jurafsky 2004: 578); and “getting natural language processing systems to reason in
a way that allows machines to interpret utterances in context” (McEnery 1995: 12). As far as pragmatic annotation
is concerned, it is noted that “the majority of the better-known (corpus-based) pragmatic annotation schemes are
devoted to one aspect of inference: the identification of speech/dialogue acts” (Archer et al. 2008: 620).
Some projects developed subsequently – such as the Penn Discourse Treebank (https://www.cis.upenn.edu/~pdtb/) – have also worked extensively in the annotation of discourse connectives, discourse relations and discourse
structure in many languages (see e.g. Ramesh et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2016; Webber et al. 2012).
Progress in the last two decades includes attempts to standardise subareas of Pragmatics, such as discourse structure (ISO/TS 24617-5:2014), discourse relations (ISO 24617-8:2016) speech act annotation (ISO 24617-2:2020),
dialogue acts (ISO 24617-2:2020), and semantic relations in discourse (ISO 24617-8:2016); and even to structure
the whole field of Computational Pragmatics and pragmatic annotation (Pareja-Lora & Aguado de Cea 2010;
Pareja-Lora 2014) and integrate it with other levels of Computational Linguistics and linguistic annotation (ParejaLora 2012). Further current research concerns, for instance, the polarity of speech acts, that is, in their classification
as neutral, face-saving or face-threatening acts (Naderi & Hirst 2018).
However, as Archer, Culpeper & Davies (2008) indicate, “[u]nlike the computational studies concerning speech act
interpretation, [...] corpus-based schemes are, in the main, applied manually, and schemes that are semi-automatic
tend to be limited to specific domains” (e.g. “task-oriented telephone dialogues”). This is only one of the manifold
limitations of research in this area.
All this could be solved, to some extent, by suitable annotated gold standards to help train machine learning tools
for the (semi-)automatic annotation and/recognition of pragmatic phenomena. These gold standards would need
to include and integrate annotations pertaining to all linguistic levels – as discussed above, a machine may struggle
to identify pragmatic values if it cannot first identify other linguistic features (for instance politeness encoded
in honorifics, pronouns, and verb forms). These annotated gold standards would be quite useful also for the
evaluation of any other kinds of systems classifying and/or predicting some particular pragmatic phenomenon.
Another big limitation in this field, as discussed above, is about the journey our words take out there in the real
world. Much of our discussion so far in this report is all about the basic message we transmit and receive: words,
signs, and so on. But human language is much more complex. The basic message – the combination of sounds,
the array of signs and gestures, that make up our ‘utterances’ – are absolutely not the end of the story for language.
When we put together the words ‘Let me go’, those words have a linguistic meaning; they also carry an intention;
and then subsequently (we hope) they have an actual effect on our lives. These are different aspects of our lan-
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guage, all essential for any kind of full understanding. Neurotypical adults understand all these intuitively but they
must be learned; and so a machine must be trained accordingly. There have been some advances but constraints
remain (mentioned below and also pervasively in this document), for example:
1. Higher-order logical representation of language, discourse and statement meaning are still partial,
incomplete and/or under development.
2. Perhaps also as a consequence, computational inference over higher-order logic(s) for language (e.g.
to deal with presuppositions or inference) require further research to overcome their own current
limitations and problems. “Indeed, inference is said to pose “four core inferential problems” for the
computational community: abduction [...], reference resolution [...], the interpretation and generation
of speech acts [...], and the interpretation and generation of discourse structure and coherence relations [...]” (Archer, Culpeper & Davies 2008). The first of these, abduction, means roughly inference
towards the best possible explanation, and has proved the most challenging for machines to learn;
no great progress is expected here in the next decade. But progress on speech acts and discourse
structure (and/or relations) has been robust for some widely-spoken languages; and some resources
and efforts are being devoted to the reference resolution problem (that is, reference, inference, and
ways of referring to physical space), in the fields of (i) named entity recognition and annotation and
(ii) anaphora (and co-reference) resolution.
The final big limitation of this field is the strong dependency of pragmatic features on culture and cultural differences. Indeed, once identified, the values of these pragmatic features must be interpreted (or generated) according
to their particular cultural and societal (not only linguistic) context. That pragmatic disambiguation is often a
challenge for humans, let alone machines. Take ‘face-saving’ or ‘face-threatening’ acts: for example we attempt
face-saving for a friend when we say something has gone missing, not that our friend lost it; while face-threatening
acts, by contrast, are less forgiving.
Interpretation or formulation of face-saving and face-threatening acts are highly culture-dependent. This also
affects, for example, the interpretation and production of distance-related features (any kind of distance: spatial,
social, temporal, etc.). Earlier we mentioned some levels of pragmatic meaning – our basic literal message, our
intention, its possible effects in the world. Understanding face-saving is a key part of managing those things, and
they all differ according to who we are talking to. It is almost impossible to understand pragmatic meaning without
understanding a huge amount of overlapping social information. Nothing is understood before everything is
understood.
In the end, all these aspects entail the codification and management of lots of common (or world) knowledge,
information, features and values. Machines might be more able to process all these items now than in the past by
means of big data processes and techniques (such as supercomputation or cloud computing). However, all these
items still need to be identified and encoded in a suitable computer-readable format. The community of linked
open data is working hard in this aspect and their advances might help solve this issue in due course (Pareja-Lora
et al. 2020).
Likely future developments
Seemingly, the likely future developments in this field might be the application of all this progress to the areas of:
•

•
•

Human-machine interaction (e.g. chatbots). As above, chatbots can decode speech into words and
grammatical structures, but they are much less adept at understanding the social purpose of our words,
much less the varied interpretations of our intentions by those around us. Chatbots therefore make
mistakes and the human user usually feels frustrated. Efforts will be directed towards these issues.
Virtual reality avatars. More and more sociolinguistic knowledge will be incorporated in the programming of these entities, to make them increasingly natural and user-friendly.
Machine translation and interpretation. Machine (or automatic) interpretation is still a very young field,
since it has to somehow encompass and integrate both natural language processing and generation.
Thus, it needs both of these areas to progress before it can further be developed. However, it seems
that the time is ripe for a major leap forward in this field, and machine interpretation should blossom
in the coming years, hand in hand with the advances within Computational Pragmatics.
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2.5 Politeness
Linguistic politeness concerns the way we negotiate relationships with language. This is in some senses a sub-disciplinary area of pragmatics. We design our speech in order to further our intentions. For that, we pay attention
to ‘face’. In common parlance, to ‘save face’ is to say something in a way that minimises the imposition or embarrassment it might cause. It is simple everyday conversational diplomacy. Politeness theory builds on this simple
insight to interrogate the various ways we attend to other people’s ‘face needs’, their self-esteem and their sense of
worth. Neurotypical adults have an intuitive sense of interlocutors’ ‘face needs’. That sense enables a choice about
whether we want to either uphold or undermine those needs. Do we say ‘I’m sorry I wasn’t clear’ or ‘You idiot, you
completely misunderstood me!’, or something in between these extremes? They ‘mean’ the same thing, but they
attend to face needs very differently.
How we attend to face needs will depend on the nature of the relationship, and what we want to achieve in
interaction. There is the basic classical distinction between ‘positive face’ (the desire to be liked) and ‘negative
face’ (the desire not to impose on people). Brown & Levinson (1987) is a commonly used foundational text in the
discipline, though obviously somewhat dated now. Since then, the study of politeness has proceeded to explore
various aspects of extra-linguistic behaviour and meaning. This has resulted in increased insight, but has somewhat
fragmented the field away from the kinds of unifying, standardised principles represented by Brown & Levinson
(1987). But developers of machine learning systems need stability; and so, current studies in machine learning of
politeness are in the slightly curious position of continuing to apply categories from Brown & Levinson (1987) to
machine learning – for example Li et al. (2020) on social media posts in the US and China; Naderi & Hirst (2018)
on a corpus from the official Canadian parliamentary proceedings; and Lee et al. (2021) on interactions between
robots and children. All these studies use categories from Brown & Levinson (1987) as a basis for machine learning. The research teams themselves are not failing per se in keeping up with more recent developments in the field;
rather, this reliance on older work simply reflects the relatively early stage of the technology, and the need for tight
structures and categories from which machines can learn. This in turn indicates the distance left to go in designing
pragmatically aware machines.
The difficulty (for machines and indeed often for humans) lies in the heavily contextual nature of linguistic politeness within one language and across languages, and within individuals and different social groups. Culturally aware
robots will need to understand that some sentiments will be expressed in some communities, while in others it is
not acceptable to express them. Some verbal reactions may be acceptable in some cultures, in others less so or not
at all. This will be important for social inclusion and justice in multicultural societies.
The above reports are also based on text alone; or if they cover gesture, they focus on production of politeness
gestures by machines, not interpretation of human gestures by machines. As discussed above in relation to sign
language, this is simply beyond the purview of the current state of the art. Bots can themselves approximate polite
behaviour, but cannot distinguish it in users.
Likely future developments
The more naturally humans communicate with intelligent machines, the more important the role that politeness
will play in both directions. Currently, communication is mainly targeted at achieving quite specific tasks; in these
contexts, politeness may not be necessary, may even be superfluous and over-complicate the interaction. “Alexa,
play my favourite song” rather than “Alexa, could you please play my favourite song?”. Looking ahead, as machines improve their pragmatic awareness, this will most probably result in a change towards more politeness in
human-machine communication. At the same time, humans will also expect machines to address them with the
honorific structures (e.g. formal French vous vs. informal French tu) that correspond to the level of formality and
mutual familiarity with each other in a way that parallels human interactions with friends or strangers.
A forward-focused review of useful pragmatic principles for future chatbot design is provided by Dippold et al.
(2020).
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3

Gadgets & gizmos:
human-integrated devices
Summary and overview

Two major technological fields will influence language in the human-machine era: Augmented
Reality (AR), and Virtual Reality (VR). Both of these are currently somewhat niche areas of
consumer technology, but both are subject to enormous levels of corporate investment explicitly targeting wide adoption in the coming years. By 2025, the global market for AR is forecast
to be around $200 billion, and for VR around $140 billion.
AR is currently widely available: embedded into mobile phones in apps like Google Translate
which can translate language in the phone's view; and in dedicated headsets and glasses that
overlay the user's visual field with richer and more detailed information. Progress in AR is
rapid, though to date the headsets and glasses have been mostly used in industrial settings due
to their somewhat awkward and unsightly dimensions. In the next year or two, AR tech will
shrink down into normal sized glasses, at which point the above-noted market expansion will
begin in earnest.
AR eyepieces will combine with intelligent earpieces for more immersive augmentation. These
devices will enable other AI technologies to combine and transform language use in specific
ways. Two in particular are augmentation of voice, and augmentation of facial/mouth movements. As covered in the previous section, advances in speech recognition and voice synthesis
are enabling automatic transcription of human language, rapid translation, and synthetic speech
closely mimicking human voices. These will be straightforward to include in AR eyepieces and
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earpieces. That in turn will enable normal conversation to be subtitled for clarity or recording,
amplified, filtered in noisy environments, and translated in real time. Meanwhile advances in
facial recognition and augmentation are beginning to enable real-time alterations to people's
facial movements. At present this is targeted at automatically lip-syncing translations of video,
making the mouth look as though it is producing the target language as well as speaking it.
Embedded into AR eyepieces, this will also allow us to talk to someone who speaks another
language, hear them speaking our language (in their own voice) while their mouth appears to
make the translated words. This is what we mean by speaking through technology. The devices
and algorithms will be an active contributor to our language, tightly woven into the act of
speaking and listening.
VR is similarly the site of rapid technological progress, and vast corporate investment. Devices
currently on the market enable highly immersive gaming and interaction between humans.
Future advances in VR point to much more transformative experiences with regard to language. Mostly this relates to the combination of VR with the same technologies mentioned
earlier, plus some extra ones. Augmentation of voice and face, noted above, will enable much
more immersive first-person and multi-player games and other interaction scenarios, including
translation and revoicing. The main distinguishing feature of VR will be in the addition of
future improved chatbot technology.
Currently chatbots are somewhat limited in their breadth of topics and complexity of responses. This is rapidly changing. In the near future chatbots will be able to hold much more
complex and diverse conversations, switching between topics, registers, and languages at pace.
Embedded into virtual worlds, this will enable us to interact with highly lifelike virtual characters. These could become effective teachers, debaters, counsellors, friends, and language
learning partners, among others. The potential for language learning is perhaps one of the
most transformative aspects. VR is already used for language learning, mostly as a venue, with
some limited chatbot-based interaction. This will change as VR chatbots in virtual characters
evolve. The possibility of learning from endlessly patient conversation partners, who would
never tire of you repeating the same word, phrase or sentence, who would happily repeat an
interaction again and again for your confidence, could truly upend much about pedagogical
practice and learner motivation and engagement.
AR too will enable language learning in different ways. As we noted above, it will soon be
possible to translate in-person conversations in AR earpieces. AR eyepieces could also show
you the same overlain information in whatever language it supports. There are tools already
available for this, and their sophistication and number will grow rapidly.
Next, law and order. Machines are already used for some legal tasks, and recent years have
seen marked growth in the market for 'robot lawyers' able to file relatively simple legal claims,
for example appealing parking tickets, drafting basic contracts, and so on. This too is set to
grow in breadth and complexity with advances in AI, moving into drafting of legislation, and
regulatory compliance.
Somewhat relatedly, machine learning will increasingly take on enforcement and forensic
applications. Machine learning is already applied for example to plagiarism detection in education, to personality profiling in human resource management, and other comparable tasks, as
well as identifying faces in crowds and voices in audio recordings. Illicit uses include creation
of fake news and other disinformation, as well as impersonation of others to bypass voicebased authentications systems. All these are likely to expand in due course, especially as these
capabilities become embedded into wearable devices.
In health and care, language AI will enable better diagnosis and monitoring of health conditions. Examples include diagnosis of conditions that come with tell-tale changes to the
patient's voice, like Parkinson's or Alzheimer's disease. AI can detect these changes much
earlier than friends or relatives, since it is not distracted by familiarity or slow progression.
Ubiquitous 'always on' listening devices will be primely placed for this kind of diagnosis and
monitoring.
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For sign language, certain devices are being developed for automatic recognition and synthesis
of sign. These have tended to focus exclusively on detecting the handshapes made during
signing, but signing actually involves much more than this. Fully understanding and producing
sign also involves a range of other visible features, including gesture, gaze, facial expression,
body posture, and social context. These are currently out of reach for current and even planned
future technologies. For this reason the Deaf community will benefit much more slowly from
technological advances in the human-machine era.
Moreover, as we noted previously, and as we will continue to note in this report, all these
exciting advances will not work equally well for everyone. They will obviously be unaffordable
for many, at least in the early stages. They are also likely to work better in larger languages than
in smaller and less well-resourced languages. Sign language have the additional obstacles just
noted.
AR has additional major implications for a range of language professionals – writers, editors,
translators, journalists, and others. As machines become more able to auto-complete our sentences, remember common sentences or responses, and indeed generate significant amounts of
content independently, so too the world of language work will change significantly. There will
still be a role for humans for the foreseeable future, but language professionals, perhaps more
than anyone, will be writing and talking through technology.
All this will also in turn provoke major dilemmas and debates about privacy, security, regulation
and safeguarding. These will come to the fore alongside the rise of these technologies, and
spark into civic debate in the years to come.

3.1 Augmented Reality
In recent years, research has demonstrated that it is technically possible to augment our reality with digital information in many different ways. This is thanks to advanced visual and audio tracking and registration algorithms. The
first mediums for this will be smartphones and wearables such as glasses; but other small projection devices in our
surroundings could project virtual displays, either on to surfaces or as holograms. Contexts could include homes
and offices, streets in smart cities, or even micro-miniaturised devices on our arms or legs, using our own body as
a projection screen and interface. The possibilities are diverse, and they all point towards a future of seeing extra
information about the world projected in our eyes and ears.

3.1.2 The visual overlay
The devices we review here currently exist at prototype stage or are used in specialist commercial contexts. As a
first example, Google Glass was famously a consumer flop (too bulky and awkward looking), but it nevertheless
found great success in enterprise settings, flashing up details of products and parts into workers’ visual fields. One
such deployment (among many worldwide) is a mobile automotive repair service in Argentina, deploying Google
Glass to deliver real-time supervision of its mechanics:

		

Figure 3. Mechanic using AR glasses (www.igs.com.ar/portfolio-item/fca-fiat-remote-support-with-google-glass/)
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This is useful and used in a range of other professional contexts, but the form factor is still slightly too bulky
for streetwise social contexts. Nevertheless, the technology is being rapidly refined and miniaturised to become
inconspicuous and sleek. There is currently much media hype surrounding Apple Glass, rumoured for release in
2022. Apple is being characteristically secretive about this; but certain competitors are saying more, for example
Facebook’s ‘Project Aria’: https://about.fb.com/realitylabs/projectaria/. Other notable rivals include Nreal (nreal.
ai), and MagicLeap (magicleap.com). With all these advances in view, the global market for AR devices is forecast
to rise from $3.5 billion in 2017 to around $200 billion by 2025 (Statista 2020).
Altogether, advances in AR will combine for a comprehensive and varied means to deliver visual augmentations.
Now, the challenge is to take advantage of such overlay to bring applications that go beyond mere visual augmentations, and exploit the multimodal nature of human interactions. In this respect, combining visual tracking and
augmentations with language interactions would be particularly interesting and symbiotic. A major milestone, and
a cornerstone of the human-machine era, will be feeding information into conversation in real time.

3.1.3 Augmenting the voices we hear
The visual overlay we just discussed lends itself very clearly to a nascent capability we discussed earlier in the report: adding live subtitles to spoken language. This will be a relatively simple port of one technology onto another,
and will be one of the first augmentations of spoken language. The key difference will be seeing live subtitles ‘in
the wild’, in live interaction, projected into your visual field.
Two technologies will come together to improve and refine recognition of spoken words. The first is improved
audio recording (and noise cancellation). The second is visual recognition of ‘visemes’, facial movements associated with particular words, potentially enabling lip-reading for use in high-noise environments, or over distances.
There is ongoing incremental progress in recognising visemes (e.g. Peymanfard et al. 2021). Recognition of sign
languages could also be embedded, if and when that improves – although as we noted earlier, that will lag behind
significantly, to the disadvantage of the Deaf community. Live subtitling of speech will help to a degree, but for
many Deaf people written language is a second language, less readily accessible than sign.
These two technologies (speech recognition and viseme recognition) are under development as we discussed
earlier; and both will enable enhancements of eyewear and earwear. This will allow us to talk in very noisy environments, or even in the dark by using night vision. Meanwhile, for hearing people, future earpieces will incorporate
improved automated translation, in order to deliver live translated audio of people speaking other languages.
Furthermore, advances in voice synthesis will enable the earpiece to mimic the voice of whoever you are talking
to. Earlier we discussed the current market of voice synthesis companies, including ReSpeecher. Such companies
have diverse future plans, eyeing the unification of this software with new hardware and integration in different life
contexts. ReSpeecher’s own plans include: “people who suffer from strokes, cancer, ALS, or other ailments will use
Respeecher to replicate their own voices and speak naturally”. This instantaneous revoicing could quickly progress
beyond clinical settings and be combined with real-time automated translation, for everyday use; you could hear
people translated into your language, in their own voice, or indeed in your voice, or any voice you choose.

Figure 4. Automatic facial realignment with NVIDIA ‘Maxine’ (https://youtu.be/eFK7Iy8enqM)
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3.1.4 Augmenting the faces we see
Advances in algorithms and techniques for morphing and blending faces are also opening a different sort of
augmentation. To begin with video conferencing – which has increased exponentially during the COVID-19 lockdowns – participants will often look towards their screen and away from the webcam, sometimes in an entirely
different direction. Efforts are underway to use deep learning to learn the shape of the user’s face, and reanimate
it in the webcam video so that they appear to be looking directly at the camera at all times. In 2020, NVIDIA
announced early developer access to its new ‘Maxine’ platform. Designed to streamline various aspects of video
conferencing, it is also able to reorient people’s faces in this way. A demonstration is available at the end of
this video: https://youtu.be/eFK7Iy8enqM. But this is an expensive approach with some limitations. He et al.
(2021) propose FutureGazer, a program which simulates eye-contact and gaze amongst participants, with readier
application to existing hardware.
Another area of facial augmentation relates to dubbing of films and video, to help actors’ mouths appear less out
of sync with the dubbed voice. This technology dates back at least as far as 1997, with the release of Video Rewrite,
“the first facial-animation system to automate all the labeling and assembly tasks required to resync existing footage
to a new soundtrack” (Bregler et al. 1997: 353). his technology has since progressed significantly. In 2016, a team at
the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, the Max Planck Institute for Informatics, and Stanford University released
‘Face2Face’, which built on previous approaches to changing facial movements that worked ‘offline’ (augmenting
the video more slowly than it was playing, then re-recording). Their goal was to make the process work ‘online’, in
real time. They would train a camera on a source actor who made facial movements; the software then dynamically
mapped those source movements on to the target video simultaneously. The result is the ability to change the facial
movements in an existing video, in real time, by mimicking the source actor. A video demonstration is available
here: https://youtu.be/ohmajJTcpNk.

Figure 5: Facial reanimation using Face2Face (https://justusthies.github.io/posts/face2face/)
Like Breglet et al. (1997) before them, Thies et al. (2016) target dubbing – “face videos can be convincingly dubbed
to a foreign language” (p. 2387). And by making it work ‘online’, they also target real-time uses, “for instance, in
video conferencing, the video feed can be adapted to match the face motion of a translator” (ibid.). This would be
a human translator (as the source actor), whose facial movements Face2Face would map on to the live video of the
person speaking. So there were two main limitations to Face2Face: it could only alter the mouth movements within
an existing video; and it required a source actor. The next evolution of this technology would progress beyond that.
The team behind Face2Face went on to develop ‘NerFACE’. This did away with the need for a source actor or
indeed a video of the original person speaking. NerFACE begins by applying machine learning to recordings of
a person speaking and otherwise using their face. It builds up a series of four-dimensional maps of each facial
expression: everything from how that person looks when they say each vowel to the contours of their smile, their
frown, and so on. With all that programmed in, NerFACE can make the recorded face say and do completely
new things, achieving “photo-realistic image generation that surpasses the quality of state-of-the-art video-based
reenactment methods” (Gafni et al. 2020: 1). Alongside progress with ‘visemes’ – face shapes associated with
each sound (e.g. Peymanfard et al. 2021) – there is clear potential for anyone’s face to be quickly and convincingly
re-animated to say anything.
As machine translation becomes quicker and approaches real time, NerFACE could create a machine-generated
visualisation of your face speaking another language. As we discussed earlier, machine translation is not quite
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yet able to work in real time with your speech; but it is getting there. Progress here could also enable convincing
animations of historical figures. Right now there are somewhat rudimentary re-animations using currently available
methods, often for fun purposes, for example getting Winston Churchill to sing pop songs. As the technology
improves, this could become more convincing, and more immersive. Imagine, for example, Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa
giving an art lecture, Albert Einstein teaching physics, or Charles Darwin lecturing about the science of evolution.
All these are perfectly predictable extensions of these technologies currently in development. And all this will be
complemented by lifelike avatars in virtual bodies, which we come back to under Virtual Reality below.
Meanwhile advances in real-time hologram technology point to a near future where augmented faces could also
be beamed onto surfaces or in space around us, using the relatively low processing power of phones and other
wearable devices; see for example the Tensor Holography project at MIT: http://cgh.csail.mit.edu/.

Figure 6: Training CNN for 3D Hologram Synthesis (cgh.csail.mit.edu)
So, near future advances in augmented reality, combined with improved eyepieces and earpieces, suggest the following distinct possibilities within the foreseeable future:
•
•
•

Talking with people in high-noise environments or over a distance and hearing their amplified and
clarified voice
Real-time translation of people speaking different languages, fed into your earpiece as you talk to them
An augmented view of their face, fed into your eyepiece, so you see their mouth moving as if they were
speaking your language, or if using the same language, ‘seeing’ their face when it is covered by clothing
or they’re facing away from you

As we discussed earlier, this is unlikely to include sign language anywhere near as comprehensively in the foreseeable
future. That is down to the combined problems of mixed modality in sign language (handshapes, gesture, body
position, facial expression, etc.) that are much harder for machines to understand, and generally lower funding and
incentives in a highly privatised and profit-led innovation space.
But the innocent uses of speech and face synthesis outlined above can and will also be used for malicious purposes,
to impersonate people for profit, to spread misinformation, and to abuse people by making lifelike depictions of
them doing and saying degrading and disgusting things. This is already a reality with the rise of ‘deep fakes’, and
indeed this has been showcased in a number of high-profile contexts, including the feature series Sassy Justice,
made by the creators of South Park and featuring an augmented Donald Trump and other celebrities, doing and
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saying things that are out of character. The future will see this kind of augmentation available in real time on
mobile equipment, with the potential for quite a mix of exciting prospects and challenging risks.

3.2 Virtual reality
The previous section covered Augmented Reality, changing things we see and hear in the real world around us.
Virtual Reality (VR) is the total replacement of the real world with a simulated environment, replacing instead of
augmenting what we see and hear. It typically involves wearing a bigger, opaque headset that closes off real-world
stimuli and directs us entirely towards the world created by the machine.
VR is a multidisciplinary area of research and development, whose objective is to create interactive experiences/
simulations mediated by computers. Stimulation of various senses allows the user to be transported to the virtual
environment, which translates into a sensation of presence. In recent years, VR has gained increased interest with
the release of the Oculus Rift in 2013 – later acquired by Facebook in March 2014 for $2 billion. Further new
devices followed, for example HTC Vive in 2016 and HTC Focus in 2018.

Figure 7. A player using the HTC Vive (source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTC_Vive)
Relatively affordable prices have led to high levels of adoption. AR and VR are poised to grow and mature quickly,
fueled by enormous private investment; see for example Facebook Reality Labs, explicitly aiming for widespread
adoption of AR and VR: https://tech.fb.com/ar-vr/. According to market analysis (Consultancy.uk 2019), VR is
forecast to contribute US $138.3 billion to global GDP in 2025, rising to US $450.5 billion by 2030.
VR will be a key contributor to the human-machine era. And while AR will enable us to speak through technology,
with VR we will also increasingly speak to technology. VR enables both: it can augment our voices, faces and
movements; and can provide us with virtual characters to talk to.
Progress in the field may remind us of the ‘uncanny valley’ findings, which suggest that humanoid objects that
resemble actual humans produce unsettling feelings in observers. In other words, this hypothesis suggests that
there is a relationship between an object that resembles a human being and the emotional response to that object.
This may be taken as a metaphor for research on previous technologies that were at first rejected but gradually
embraced. This will certainly play out in the coming years.
The key advance in the coming years will be the improvement and refinement of automated conversation (chatbots),
discussed in the next section below. As chatbots become more able to conduct natural, spontaneous conversations
on any topic, VR will gradually change. At present we can interact with other connected humans, or relatively
simplistic chatbots. Given the likely technological advances we have discussed so far, in the near future that line
will blur, at least our sense of whether we are talking to a human or a machine. That will be the key turning point
for the human-machine era: talking to technology.
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3.3 Automated conversation (chatbots)
As noted above, the human-machine era will be defined by speaking through technology and to technology. The
latter will be the purview of chatbots.
Currently there are multiple platforms, thousands of startups and established businesses, and an increasing number
of conferences and academic projects in the area of chatbots. Chatbots managed to become a special sort of
interface with their own user experience (UX) research. According to market analysis by Fortune Business Insights
(2021), the chatbot market is predicted to grow from $400 million in 2019 to $2 billion by 2027. New types of
use cases have emerged for “conversational AI” in customer service: insurance, finance, retail, legal applications.
Marketing as well is gradually moving from “mobile-first” (focusing on engaging users through mobile devices)
to “chatbot-first”. The key to this is enabling the chatbot to do things other channels cannot: going from simply
answering simple questions as a text-based FAQ could do, to having a more natural conversation to determine user
needs. For marketing purposes, an intelligent chatbot in a virtual assistant could suggest products and services as
you speak to it, by interpreting and anticipating your needs (inVentiv Health Communications 2017). That would
be the real leap from current approaches to marketing, with their comparatively clumsy reliance on your text search
history, social media posts and so on.
Virtual voice assistants such as Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Microsoft Cortana or Samsung Bixby,
integrated with smartphones or smart home devices, are nowadays increasingly mainstream. Globally a total of 4.2
billion virtual voice assistants were being used in 2020. That is expected to increase to 8.4 billion by 2024 (Statista
2021). Approximately 27% of the online global population is using voice search on smartphones, with the most
common voice searches being related to music (70%) and the weather forecast (64%).
Some examples of state-of the-art general-purpose chatbots include Gunrock (arxiv.org/abs/1910.03042, winner
of the 2018 Amazon Alexa Prize), Kuki (pandorabots.com/mitsuku, the winner of the Loebner prize several years
in sequence), Blenderbot (ai.facebook.com/blog/state-of-the-art-open-source-chatbot, conversational model by
Facebook) and Meena (https://ai.googleblog.com/2020/01/towards-conversational-agent-that-can.html, end-toend conversational model by Google). The frontier for chatbots is “open-domain” use; that is, a chatbot able to
talk about any topic at all without constraint.
Chatbots have also been created for more specific tasks, such as Dialogue-based Intelligent Computer-Assisted
Language Learning (DICALL), medical symptom checkers, and chat-based money transfer. Various types of
stakeholders are involved in production of technology in all tasks. A huge variety of tools and platforms currently
support this development, and more and more new players join this domain every day.
In all use-cases, chatbots have been given one of the roles that usually a human would have in a similar type of
dialogue with other humans. Take educational chatbots as an example. Due to the teacher-student role dichotomy
in offline educational settings, chatbots are usually assigned the role of a teacher or a tutor. Educational chatbots
have mostly been developed for second language learning, though they also exist in other domains, such as engineering and computer science.
A new use-case for chatbots emerged with the need to make ML-based systems understandable for users.
Automated generation of explanations of the decisions made by complex technical systems sounds very tempting,
and many researchers work on this topic (e.g. Stepin et al. 2021). Explanations may include complex interactions
with embodied virtual agents as well as advanced visualizations, not only written/spoken language. In Europe, two
major efforts investigate how to design and develop ML-based systems that are self-explanatory in natural language
and without bias. These are the EU-funded network projects NL4XAI, https://nl4xai.eu (Alonso & Catala 2021)
and NoBias, https://nobias-project.eu (Ntoutsi et al. 2020).
Various types of actors contribute to the development of chatbots. They include:
1. Researchers working on the underlying technology: NLU, NLG, dialogue models, user models, user
experience, security, privacy, and so on.
2. Language technology creators. Startups usually offer ready-to-use packages to support chatbot
development. Some of the first chatbot startups have since been acquired by bigger companies. Big
companies offer scalable infrastructure to facilitate chatbot development and deployment (IBM,
Google, Microsoft, Facebook) and integration in their own technology products (SAP).
3. Connection providers. Messengers offer APIs to connect the bots with their users and customers
(Facebook Messenger, Slack, Kik, Viber, Telegram, etc.). But chatbots also exist in games, VR and AR
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applications, webchat, e-learning systems, cars, smart-home applications and many others.
4. Policymakers: discuss what the chatbots should and should not do.
5. Users: love and hate chatbots.
We discuss each of these in turn.
Researchers have worked on all aspects of chatbots since decades. While automated dialogue was rather a niche
before 2015, the number of conferences dedicated to chatbots increased thereafter. Most research groups and
conferences focus on dialogue systems, for example SIGDial (sigdial.org), SEMDial (semdial.org), CUI (dl.acm.
org/conference/cui, focused on conversational user interfaces), CONVERSATIONS (conversations2021.wordpress.com, user experience and conversational interfaces), EXTRAAMAS (extraamas.ehealth.hevs.ch, explanation
generation, inter alia). Major AI and NLP conferences and journals also publish about various aspects of chatbots.
Researchers create models of conversations/dialogues, find suitable algorithms to implement those models, and
deploy software that uses those algorithms. Highly influential theories from the past include:
• Attention, Intentions, and the structure of discourse (Grosz & Sidner 1986).
• Speech Acts, emanating from Searle (1969) but developed for annotation in corpora (Weisser 2014).
Current approaches dominating conferences and workshops are variations of Deep Learning-based end-to-end
systems (https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.04808) trained on masses of examples (e.g. Meena, Blenderbot).
Research topics cover a variety aspects of discourse processing (e.g. discourse parsing, reference resolution, multilingual discourse processing), dialogue system development (e.g. language generation, chatbot personality and dialogue
modelling), pragmatics and semantics of dialogue, corpora and tools, as well as applications of dialogue systems.
Language Technology Creators and Communication Channels providers are distributed across a variety of
startups and big companies. Language technology companies provide business-to-business and business-to-customer conversational AI solutions. Pre-trained language models can be downloaded and reused or accessed via
APIs and cloud-based services. Proprietary language understanding tools (e.g. ibm.com/watson, luis.ai) and open
source alternatives (such as rasa.com) facilitate the development of chatbots. Services such as chatfuel.com and
botsify.com allow creating chatbots for messengers within hours. And support tools such as botsociety.io facilitate
chatbot design. These tools take a great deal of programming work out of chatbot design, significantly lowering
the technological bar and enabling a wide range of people to build a chatbot.
Language technology creators focus less on answering challenging research questions, more on providing a service
that is scalable, available, and usable; and that satisfies a specific need of a specific customer group. For instance,
NLU-as-a-Service providers only support their users in the NLU task. All remaining problems related to the
production of a good chatbot are left open. Even with the support of NLU platforms, chatbot authors still need
to provide their own data for re-training of usually existing language models. Especially for cloud-based services,
chatbot builders need to read the privacy notice carefully: what happens with the training examples that are uploaded to the cloud? After a chatbot is developed, it needs to be connected with its users on a particular channel.
Typically chatbots are deployed on instant messengers such as Facebook Messenger, Telegram, Viber, WhatsApp.
Policy makers regulate the chatbot development implicitly and explicitly. For an overview of AI policy in the EU,
see https://futureoflife.org/ai-policy-european-union/. As of May 2021 the EU has 59 policy initiatives aimed at
regulation of different aspects of AI – up from 51 in March 2021 (see https://oecd.ai/dashboards/countries/
EuropeanUnion). Implicit regulations include for instance GDPR, which influences among other things how
chatbots can record and store user input. Some new privacy regulations have negatively impacted the user experience, for example GDPR policies invoked in December 2020 removed many popular and engaging functions
of online messengers, including persistent menus (previously shown to improve the user’s freedom and control:
Hoehn & Bongard-Blancy 2020) – disabled for all chatbots in to a Facebook page based in Europe, and/or for
users located in Europe (see https://chatfuel.com/blog/posts/messenger-euprivacy-changes). The same update
disabled chatbots from sending video or audio, or displaying one-time notifications. The solution suggested by
some technology provider was to create a copy of the bot with the reduced functionality and to have two versions:
one bot with the full functionality, and the other “reduced European version”. So the evolution of chatbots is not
linear, and will be punctuated by such debates over the balance between privacy and functionality.
There are wider ethical and philosophical questions raised by speaking to technology in the form of chatbots; and
these questions in turn highlight the challenge to many traditional areas of linguistic research. Capturing some of
these question, in 2019 the French National Digital Ethics Committee (CNPEN) opened a call for opinions on
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ethical issues related to chatbots (https://www.ccne-ethique.fr/sites/default/files/cnpen-chatbots-call-participation.pdf). Questions included: “Should a chatbot be given a human name?”, “Is it desirable to build chatbots that detect human
emotions?” and “How do you envisage chatbots influencing the evolution of language?”. Chatbots are interfaces to computer
systems, and software. If we ask all these questions about chatbots, we need to ask the same questions about social
networks, websites, cars and smart homes. Such is the challenge presented by new and emerging technologies, in
the human-machine era, to our basic understanding of what it means to use language.
In 2019, the European Commission published a report that proposes a high-level architecture for public-service
chatbots (PwC EU Services 2019). The document recommends to “use a network of chatbots, where chatbots can
redirect users to other chatbots”. Such formulations assign agency to chatbots that may become a source of fear
of manipulation and dominance of chatbots over their users. For instance, the CNPEN questionnaire mentioned
above formulates this as a very problematic question: “... in the event of a deviation from the diet that a doctor has prescribed
for a patient, the chatbot informs the doctor or even contacts the health care organization. ... do you think the chatbot’s behavior is
justified?”. In fact, it is a matter of software design and legal regulation whether one online service (i.e. a chatbot, a
website or a payment provider) can and may redirect its user to another service. Therefore, policy makers need to
acquire a very sober and pragmatic view on conversational interfaces, and be aware of a potential regulation bias
against chatbots.
Finally, the users of the chatbot technology are those whom all the stakeholders mentioned above try to please,
to reach and to protect. Although earlier studies questioned the value of chatbots (Shawar & Atwell 2007), more
recent research shows that chatbots are often introduced to users for inappropriate use cases and user needs are ignored, so that a negative experience with chatbots is a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy (Brandtzaeg & Følstad 2018).
However, user studies show that productivity (speed, ease of use and convenience) is the main reason for using
chatbots (Brandtzaeg & Følstad 2017). A focused analysis of specific cases such as retail chatbots (Kasilingam
2020) reveal that the users’ attitude towards chatbots is dependent on its perceived usefulness, perceived ease of
use, perceived enjoyment, perceived risk and personal innovativeness. The decision to use or not to use a bot is,
however, directly influenced by trust, personal innovativeness and attitude, according to (Kasilingam 2020). These
results show that an excellent user experience and a chatbot’s pragmatic value need to be created with the target
audience in mind: persons who are innovative on their own. This finding also makes questionable all attempts to
create chatbot-based assistive technology for “elderly people” or “veterans”. For sure, some of them bring the
required level of innovativeness, but not all of them, and not all young people automatically adopt new technology
quickly, as (De Cicco et al. 2020) showed experimentally.
With the rise of smartphones, bots like Siri, Cortana and Google Assistant reached a wider audience. However,
their use was limited to a specific platform and their functions were (and still are) limited to device controls (start
an app, call a person) and simple operations (book a table) only available in specific regions, mainly not in Europe.
Google developed Google Duplex (Leviathan & Matias 2018), an extension of Google Assistant that can communicate and set an appointment with a hair salon, dentist, doctor, book a flight, hotel room, restaurant table etc.

3.4 Second Language Learning and Teaching
Machine translation, electronic dictionaries and thesauri, spelling, grammar and style checkers are all helpful tools
to support second-language (L2) learners. Chapelle & Sauro (2017) provide a comprehensive overview of all
applications of technology for learning and teaching foreign languages. The list includes technologies for teaching
and learning grammar, listening, reading, comprehension and intercultural competence.
Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) at its origins was expected to facilitate learning and teaching of
foreign languages by providing electronic workbooks with automated evaluation and vocabulary training.

3.4.1 Intelligent Computer-Assisted Language Learning (ICALL)
CALL technology extended with Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques became a new research and
application field called Intelligent Computer-Assisted Language Learning (ICALL). Language technology has been
integrated into CALL applications for the purposes of automated exercise generation (Ai et al. 2015), complex
error analysis and automated feedback generation (Amaral 2011).
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Petersen (2010) dinstiguishes Communicative ICALL and Non-Communicative ICALL. He sees Communicative
ICALL as an extension of the human-computer interaction field. His understanding of Communicative ICALL is
that “Communicative ICALL employs methods and techniques similar to those used in HCI research, but focuses
on interaction in an L2 context” (Petersen 2010: 25). We look at applications in both subfields.
Frequently cited real-life ICALL applications are E-Tutor for German learners (Heift 2002, 2003), Robo-Sensei for
Japanese learners (Nagata 2009) and TAGARELLA for learning Portuguese (Amaral et al. 2011). These systems
have conceptually similar structures.. Main technical components include an expert model, a student model and
an activity model. Language technologies are heavily employed to analyse learner errors and provide corrective
feedback. Automated linguistic analysis of learner language includes the analysis of the form (tokenization, spellcheck, syntactic parsing, disambiguation and lexical look-up) and the analysis of the meaning (whether the learner
answer makes sense, e.g. expected words appear in the input, the answer is correct etc.).
Typical learner errors are usually part of the instruction model in ICALL systems. Corpora of learner language
are used to model typical L2 errors for different L1 speakers, for example FALKO (Reznicek et al. 2012, 2013),
WHiG (Krummes & Ensslin 2014) and EAGLE (Boyd 2010). The repository Learner Corpora around the World
(https://uclouvain.be/en/research-institutes/ilc/cecl/learner-corpora-around-the-world.html) contains many
other learner corpora. The annotation of learner corpora is mainly focused on annotation of learner errors;
however, annotation of linguistic categories in learner corpora is also of interest. Error annotation of a corpus
assumes a non-ambiguous description of the de-viations from the norm, and therefore, the norm itself. The
creation of such a description may even be problematic for errors in spelling, morphology and syntax (Dickinson
& Ragheb 2015). In addition, different annotators’ interpretations lead to a huge variation in annotation of errors
in semantics, pragmatics, textual argumentation (Reznicek et al. 2013) and usage (Tetreault & Chodorow 2008).
Multiple annotation schemes and error taxonomies have been proposed for learner corpora, for instance (DíazNegrillo and Domínguez 2006; Reznicek et al. 2012).

3.4.2 Communicative ICALL
Chatbots (dialogue systems) are already used in language learning environments, both for practising written and
spoken dialogues in everyday scenarios, e.g. Duolingo chatbot characters that give contextual and unique responses
to users instead of the same response for all similar inquiries. The idea of employing chatbots as language learning
tools is rather old (see e.g. Fryer & Carpenter 2006). Many benefits of this have been reported – amusement and
engagement in learning, reduced anxiety compared to talking to a human, availability at any moment, possibility
of repetition (the bot doesn’t get bored) and multimodality (practising reading-writing and listening-speaking skills
simultaneously). Communicative ICALL is also called “Dialogue-based ICALL”.
Education, industry and language learners benefit from various deployed applications, for instance Babbel (Heine
et al. 2007) Alelo (Sagae et al. 2011) and Duolingo (von Ahn & Hacker, 2012). A number of mobile applications
in the AppStore and GooglePlay Store target conversation training and traditional task-based language instruction.
Conversational agents, chatbots and dialogue systems for foreign language training have been developed as standalone conversation partners (Jia 2009; Timpe-Laughlin et al. 2017) and as part of intelligent tutoring systems (ITS)
(Petersen 2010), serious games (Sagae et al. 2011; Wik et al. 2007; Wik & Hjalmarsson, 2009; Amoia et al. 2012)
and micro-worlds (DeSmedt 1995). Recent overviews in Communicative ICALL are provided in (Bibauw et al.
(2019) and Hoehn (2019: Ch.2).
Putting a chatbot or a robot in the role of a teacher may lead to a power conflict: in a standard classroom role
distribution, a teacher has more power than a student. This has been well-researched for instance in conversation-analytic studies of L2-classroom interaction (see e.g. Kasper & Wagner 2001; Markee 2000). In interaction
with machines, humans argue that machines never should become bosses of humans, machines never should be
allowed to control human beings (Asimov 1941). Therefore, it is not surprising that at present, language learners
are likely to prefer a human tutor to read and assess their text. Although arguments exist that more intelligent
software can easily change this perspective (Ai 2017), the intelligence of the machines will not solve the problem of
power. Nevertheless, making tutoring chatbots more “human-like” while assigning a new role to them (not similar
to a teacher) may help to resolve authority problems. Two examples of such roles have been explored in Hoehn
(2019) and Vijayakumar et al. (2018). The former explores using chatbots that simulate native speaker peers for
practicing L2 conversation (equal-power relationship). The latter describes how chatbots can be a teacher’s helper
and support beginner-learners with interactive practicing of software engineering concepts and personalised formative corrective feedback (a chatbot does not replace the teacher).
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3.4.3 VR-based Language learning
VR is already widely used for language learning (see Parmaxi 2020; Wang et al. 2020b), by providing learners with
scenarios that mimic real-world situations and conversations. This immersive language learning method has many
advantages, being one of the most valuable possibilities of practising in a context that lets users engage with the
language and culture, and indeed with imaginary situations and cultures that provoke interest and engagement.
The immersive multiplayer game Second Life is used by many universities and language learning organisations
to facilitate learning. There is an informative Wikipedia page covering these: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Virtual_world_language_learning
Educators have the recurring challenge of maintaining the students engaged in the learning process, and the
teaching of a foreign language is no exception. In this sense, VR technology can play a key-role to introduce new
techniques and stimulate learners’ motivation. VR offers a unique capability of transporting users to a virtual space
and immersing them in there to such a level that they feel that they are really there as if they were physically in a
real location. Since 2004, the number of works has been growing consistently (Lin & Lan 2015; Solak & Erdem
2015; Parmaxi 2020). Together these show a consensus about a positive interaction between the usage of VR for
learning and learning outcomes. Some examples of previous work that established a link between the feeling of
being present in the VE (i.e. the sense of presence) and the learning outcomes, where a higher sense of presence
contributes positively to learning (North & North 2018; Makransky et al. 2017). An explanation for this phenomena is that due to users feeling more present and engaged with the VE they devote their attention to the VE and
this focus allows them to develop the concentration required for absorbing new knowledge.
In particular, the VR environment enables us to incorporate kinesthetic learning in language education. Research
shows that people remember more, up to 90%, by doing things (Dale 1946). This has been confirmed by studies in
the field of neuroscience. Repetto (2014) maintains that a virtual motion (a motion performed in the virtual world
with a body part that is actually steel) associated with action words can enhance verbal memory if the environment is seen as real-life. Furthermore, Vázquez et al. (2018) reveal in their research study that virtual kinesthetic
learners exhibited significantly higher retention rates after a week of exposure than all other conditions and higher
performance than non-kinesthetic virtual reality learners. Moreover, Tseng et al. (2020) show that VR mediation
positively affected students’ achievement results provided that students worked autonomously in the individual
and paired work conditions. Legault et al. (2019) expand that the VR environment is particularly suited for less
successful learners who in their study on non-native language vocabulary profited more than successful learners
of second language. Generally, it seems that students improve their proficiency level by using VR technologies
(Hassani et al. 2016).
Focusing on immersive VR setups, previous work has already addressed the adoption of such languages from the
perspectives of both teachers and students. Both of them agree that VR can play a valuable role in the learning
process (Hansen & Petersen 2012). For teachers, VR is seen as a new and valuable tool to engage students by
converting the theoretical concepts into these new practices that can facilitate the student’s learning (Wang et
al. 2015; Andresen & van den Brink 2013, Peixoto et al. 2019).From the students point-of-view, there are two
approaches: the use of these technologies as complementary to the ordinary curriculum or as an application
that promotes autonomous learning, often by means of gamification. When used as a complementary tool to
the regular curriculum, students have revealed not only better learning outcomes but also more satisfaction and
motivation to learn the new language (Ijaz et al. 2017). As for the usage of VR for autonomous learning reinforced
with gamification strategies, surprisingly it has been shown to have superior learning progress when compared to
other methods (Guerra et al. 2018; Barreira et al. 2012). This is explained by the fact that gamification learning is
able to create an additional engagement as it appeals to the competitive nature of the learners to progress in the
game and to unlock bonus features or achievements (Buckley & Doyle 2016). In addition, Chen & Hsu (2020)
suggest that the interaction feature of the VR application and the challenges of game-based design enable students
to enter the state of flow easily and enhance their motivation to learn.
VirtualSpeech-VR Courses – this app is not aimed primarily on non-native language learning, but it mainly
develops business skills. As Symonenko et al. (2020) claim it can be successfully exploited in business English
language courses. In addition, its function of speech analysis enables students to get feedback on their speeches,
record all the speeches and have the progress results.
VR Learn English App – this app is aimed at learning English as a second language. In fact, this app enables a
learner to walk inside the house with its different rooms and objects. The learner walks around various objects and
by pointing them with his/her VR headset, the app provides its corresponding name and shows it on the learner’s
screen. The learner listens to the pronunciation of the word, repeats it and memorizes it.
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Mondly VR: Learn Languages in VR – this app focuses on non-native language learning. Moreover, it operates
in 33 different languages. It has two sections: a vocabulary section and a conversation section. A learner studies
new words and phrases in context (e.g. in a restaurant or at the post office), practices other language skills, i.e.
listening and reading, as well as s/he is provided feedback on his/her pronunciation.
InmerseMe – an online language learning platform that contains the teaching of several languages which offers
several configurations based on VR. The use of this technology allows a most authentic representation of the
region where the desired language is spoken. After selecting a configuration and a class, students interact with
pre-recorded “teachers”. Beginners can participate in dictation exercises in which they repeat the words spoken by
the virtual teachers. The words spoken by the students are automatically recorded and transcribed by the application. The application provides materials for learning nine languages. Briefly, the application creates a contextualized
environment in which students can improve their skills in the desired language.
Panolingo – this application offers users the opportunity to learn a foreign language through the gamification
approach, where they can earn points and bonuses. You can share your scores with friends on the app to stimulate
a competitive mindset and engage users in the learning process. The immersive nature of this interactive platform
offers guidance to users to complete different challenges, providing more effective learning experiences as it
exposes the users directly to scenarios where the foreign language is the basis of the whole scene.
The descriptions of the apps mentioned above indicate that the only skill, which is not practiced, is the skill of
wiring. Otherwise, the content of the app attempts to teach the target language in context through meaningful
activities with a special focus on the development of vocabulary. However, not much attention is paid to collaborative learning, which appears to be crucial for learning a non-native language because it facilitates understanding,
develops relationships or stimulates critical thinking.
Foreign/Second Language learning through VR presents interesting didactic challenges. Despite VR´s much-studied benefits and positive learning outcomes (Lin & Lan 2015; Parmaxi 2020; Guerra et al. 2018; Barreira et al. 2012;
Solak & Erdem 2015), other studies suggest that in the long term conventional approaches are better (Sandusky
2015). There is still a need for systematic comparative evaluations here (Hansen & Petersen 2012). More extensive
longitudinal studies are needed.
Likely future developments
Immersivity can be enhanced further by producing multisensory inputs (sound, sight, touch), since this enhances
learning. In a systematic review of the literature in this area, Parmaxi (2020) forecasts various likely avenues for development in VR language learning, including: “Real-life task design … For example, the development of real-life
tasks within a virtual world would allow for authentic language production in situations in which language learners
would need to use the language, rather than performing mechanic, fill-in-the-gap activities” (Parmaxi 2020: 7).
VR language learning can be used for human teachers or conversation partners to interact with students in a virtual
space. But in due course, as virtual avatars improve and become more realistically lifelike – incorporating advances
in chatbots discussed elsewhere in this report – so too this new technology will allow language learners to speak to
virtual teachers and conversation partners. This has notable benefits. Learners may feel more comfortable practising their accent and pronunciation without feeling embarrassed, and could receive instant feedback at low cost, or
in exchange for their usage data. But it may come with risks and challenges: perhaps some learners would struggle
to develop the confidence to go on to seek with actual humans; and there will be exclusion based on accessibility
and digital literacy. Again, foresight is needed, and research must be built into the design of new systems.
Further key questions still need to be addressed. Is second language learning better taught by means of VR?
Should traditional methodologies and approaches be completely replaced? Who should be the target learners? Is
it an universal method? Surely, these are some questions whose answers are much needed to come forward with
significant results and conclusions.

3.4.4 AR-based Language Learning
While everything in VR settings is “computer generated”, AR enables the learner to interact with the physical/
real world superimposed by virtual objects and information. AR is very good at overlaying the world with words:
flashing up road names, opening times, factual information, and in the near future more complex information like
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conversation prompts and augmented conversation (as we discussed earlier). When combined with advances in
machine translation, this is absolutely ripe for language learning (Zhang et.al. 2020). Through the use of mobiles,
tablets and wearable technologies like smart glasses and contact lenses, AR will enable innovative learning scenarios
in which language learners can use their knowledge and skills in the real world. Learning by doing.
AR has a relatively recent history of research and application in second language learning. In the relevant literature,
recurring themes regarding the potential benefits of AR applications are: a) learning through real-time interaction,
b) experiential learning, c) better learner engagement, d) increased motivation, e) effective memorization and better
retention of the content (Khoshnevisan & Le 2019; Parmaxi & Demetriou 2020).
Communication and interaction – vital in language learning – are effectively supported in AR-enriched environments. Through the use of QR codes, markers and sensors such as GPS, gyroscopes, and accelerometers, any
classroom can be turned into a smart environment in which additional information is added to physical surroundings. These smart environments can be exploited in the form of guided digital tours or place-based digital games
in which learners can interact with the objects and people synchronously, while fulfilling any language-related tasks.
If well-designed, AR-enriched environments will enable learners to take an active role speaking, reading, listening
and writing in the target language. The project Mentira (Holden & Sykes 2011) is an early example of such an
environment in which a place-based game, a digital tour and classroom activities were combined to teach Spanish
pragmatics. While framing requests or refusals, students were able to interact with game characters as well as
actual Spanish speaking inhabitants during the tours. These innovative interactive environments also boost learner
motivation and engagement.
Collaboration, novelty of the application, feeling of presence, and enjoyable tasks through playful elements are
among the reported factors attributed to AR enhancing learner motivation (Liu & Tsai 2013; Chen & Chan 2019;
Cózar-Gutiérrez & Sáez-López 2016). Experiential learning – the “process whereby knowledge is created by the
transformation of the experience” (Kolb 1984) – is another theme frequently underlined in AR-based language
learning. Experiential learning emphasizes that learning happens when learners participate in meaningful encounters through concrete experience and reflect upon their learning process.
AR-based instruction has potential to turn the educational content into a concrete experience for the learners.
Place-based AR environments, for example, guide the users at certain locations and help them to carry out certain
tasks through semiotic resources and prompts. Within the language learning contexts, these tasks could be in
the form of maintaining a dialogue at an airport or a library or asking for directions on a street. As the learners’
attention is oriented to relevant features of the setting, their participation into the context is embodied, which
makes their experience more concrete than in-class practicing of these tasks. This “embodied interactive action” in
the language learning process” (Wei et al. 2019) also leads to successful uptake and better retention of the content.
Based on the possible benefits above, there is an increasing interest in AR tools and applications integrated into
language education, which yields more and more attempts in developing new tools or adapting existing ones into
educational settings. Below is the brief presentation of the AR software frequently used for language teaching
purposes.
ARIS (Augmented Reality and Interactive Storytelling), developed at the University of Wisconsin. As a free opensource editor, ARIS could be used by any language teacher without technical knowledge to create simple apps
like tours, scavenger hunts. More complex instructional tasks, on the other hand, require HTML and JavaScript
knowledge. Action triggers could be either GPS coordinates (i.e. location) or a QR code, which could be exploited
to start a conversation, seeing a plaque or visiting a website to guide learners in their language practice (GodwinJones, 2016). Using ARIS, Center for Applied Second Language Studies at the Oregon University has recently
released a number of language teaching games and free to use AR materials targeting different proficiency levels,
which means language teachers could readily integrate AR into their teaching practices.
TaleBlazer, developed at MIT. Its visual blocks-based scripting language enables the users to develop interactive
games avoiding syntax errors. GP coordinates could be used as triggers which could initiate certain tasks targeting
speaking or writing or practicing vocabulary in the target language. Imparapp developed through this software
at Coventry University to teach beginner level Italian is a good example of exploiting TaleBlazer for language
teaching purposes (Cervi-Wilson & Brick, 2018).
HP Reveal (formerly Aurasma). A free to use tool, HP Reveal has both mobile and web interfaces. While the
mobile version is generally used to view AR materials and offers limited opportunity to create AR materials, the
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web interface provides the users with a wide range of tools including content management, statistics and share
options to develop any AR-enriched environment. Myriad ready to use AR materials makes it accessible and
popular. Its uses for language teaching purposes range from creating word walls to teach vocabulary, designing
campus trips, interactive newspaper articles, and improving reading skill in the target language. For discussion of
HP Reveal for language learning, see Plunkett (2019).
Unity (ARToolkit), released by the University of Washington. As an open-source AR tool library with an active
community of developers, Unity ARToolkit’s two distinguishing aspects are efficient viewpoint tracking and virtual
object interaction; these make it popular among AR developers. However, as for the teachers with less programming knowledge, it might not be so favourable.
Vuforia. As a freely available development kit (on the condition of inserting vuforia watermark), Vuforia allows
the users to develop a single native app for both Android and IOS along with providing them with a number of
functions including Text Recognition, Cloud Recognition, Video Playback, Frame Markers etc. It smoothly works
in connection with Unity 3D and its developer community constantly offers updates, which contributes to its
popularity. Although it is widely used in different fields of education, the field of language teaching has yet to
embrace vuforia in instructional activities. Interested readers could examine Alrumayh et al. (2021).
Looking ahead, the effects of an increased use of technologies (as integrated with our senses rather than simply
confined to mobile or external devices) are very hard to predict regarding the cognitive treatment of the information. Research has shown that reading modalities, for instance, can impact metacognitive regulation (Ackerman &
Goldsmith 2011; Baron 2013; Carrier et al. 2015) and higher order cognitive treatment (Hayles 2012; Greenfield
2009; Norman & Furnes 2016; Singer & Alexander 2017). The addition of numerous additional layers of multimodal information will have to be studied carefully to make sure that optimal cognitive treatment is possible. In
case it is not, efforts will be needed to tailor-make the input received to make it manageable for the human brain.

3.5 Law and Order
This subsection discusses applications of Legal Informatics to the treatment and processing of language, including
the use of technology in forensic contexts to assist: (a) legal practitioners (e.g. judges, lawyers, regulators, police
officers, etc.) in their daily activities, so as to help the courts make informed, fair and just decisions; and (b) the
society in general, in matters that are of common interest (e.g. detection and analysis of academic plagiarism,
deception detection, etc.).

3.5.1 Automated legal reasoning
One of the first applications of artificial intelligence was to emulate the reasoning of mathematicians (McCorduck
2004). The ability of the Logic Theorist (Allen & Simon 1956) to automatically prove mathematical theorems is based
on its use of the same logic and same reasoning procedures as those applied by mathematicians. The similarity of
machine reasoning to human reasoning has various advantages:
•
•
•

The reasoning process can be traced and understood
The same logic and reasoning procedures can be applied to different domain problems and are not
designed for solving specific problems
Such tools can support users in their own, human reasoning process

Laws are written with an intended logic behind them. Their interpretation is intended to be realized using specific
reasoning procedures. Nevertheless, the logic behind laws is far from trivial, and therefore hard to program. Take
for example the rich discussion about which logic is most suited to capture contrary-to-duty obligations (Prakken
& Sergot 1996) and the many paradoxes demonstrating the weaknesses of various suggested logics (Carmo and
Jones 2002).
Similarly, the legal reasoning process itself is very complex. Legal sentences have various interpretations, which
are based on various factors, such as context and locality; these need to handle contradicting interpretations from
different legal codes and types. It is not a surprise, therefore, that automated legal reasoning had only a minimal
impact so far on the legal profession. Nevertheless, progress has been made on applying automated reasoning to
the legal domain.
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Various attempts have been made to use logics to capture different legislations. An example is the DAPRECO
knowledge base (Robaldo et al. 2020), which has used an input-output logic (Makinson & van der Torre 2003) to
capture the whole European general data protection regulation (GDPR).
There were also successful implementations of legal reasoning procedures. One example is the Regorous system
(Governatori 2015) which is capable of checking regulatory compliance problems written in defeasible deontic
logic (Governatori et al. 2013).
In the remainder of this subsection, we will describe two applications of these and similar systems to law.
Consistent legal drafting – In computer programming, a program written in a formal programming language can
be executed by a computer. The compilation/interpretation process which is performed also checks the program
for consistency issues and errors. The legal language has some similarities to programming languages – both
depend on a relatively small vocabulary and precise semantics. In contrast to computer programs, legislations
cannot be checked by a compiler for consistency issues and errors. There might be many reasons for such errors,
ranging from syntactical errors in the legislation to different contradicting legislations and authorities which apply
at the same time. In order to validate and check legislations for such errors, two processes are needed. The ability
to translate a legislation to the computer program, for example by annotations (Libal & Steen 2019) or even
manually. Once a legislation is translated, other programs can check the legislation for errors and consistency issues
(Novotná & Libal 2020).
Regulatory compliance checking – Similarly, the ability to translate a legislation to a computer program has
other benefits. An important application is the ability to check various documents for regulatory compliance.
Regulatory compliance checking in many domains, such as the financial one, is a very complicated process. Such a
process should result in a yes/no answer. Nevertheless, the process normally results in only a decreased likelihood
of compliance violation. A computer program which can instantly check all possible violations and interpretations,
for example when checking for GDPR compliance (Libal 2020), can greatly improve this process.

3.5.2 Computational forensic linguistics
In the human-machine era, computer forensics has attracted the attention of both forensic scientists and the
general public. In recent years, the general public gained the perception that not only is scientific evidence the
only evidence to take into account in forensic cases, but also the belief that such evidence can be obtained quickly
and easily by using computational tools – a phenomenon that has been dubbed ‘the CSI effect’. However, the
field also gained a place of its own among the growing range of forensic sciences, given the range of investigative
possibilities that it has to offer.
Computer forensic can, however, refer to two different applications: the forensic analysis of hardware (and installed software) in cases where computers or other computerized technologies have been used in illegal practices
(e.g. criminal communications, money laundering); or to the use of computational tools, methods and techniques
for purposes of investigating forensic cases. In this case, computer forensics can assist DNA tests, fingerprint
analysis, or ballistics, among others. Machines are indispensable to help forensic scientists process and interpret
forensic data timely and efficiently. The use of computational tools, methods and techniques to analyse linguistic
data, e.g. in cases of disputed authorship of anonymous texts, is dubbed computational forensic linguistics.
The field of computational forensic linguistics has traditionally been headed by computer scientists (e.g. Woolls
2021; Sousa-Silva 2018), while linguists have played a secondary role. They also tend to look at the same problem
from different angles: computer scientists have been more interested in handling high volumes, train samples of
known origin, and then test the methods developed based on precision, recall and F1 rates; for forensic linguists,
computational tools are crucial to assist the analysis of the data, but determining precision, recall and F1 does not
suffice to make informed decisions. For instance, for computer scientists an F1 score of, say, 85% can be excellent;
for linguists working in forensic cases, this would mean that there is a 15% chance that the computational analysis
is wrong. This, in forensic cases, could lead to an innocent being imprisoned, or a criminal being released. Hence,
the linguists’ preference for linguistic analysis, to the detriment of the computational approach. Notwithstanding,
in recent years forensic linguists have acknowledged the potential of computational analyses in forensic settings
(see e.g. Sousa-Silva et al. 2011; Grieve et al. 2018), so the provision of forensic linguistics expertise is increasingly
seen as indissociable from a lower or higher degree of computational analysis.
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The following are some of the most common applications of computational forensic linguistics:
•

•

•

•

•

Forensic authorship analysis, often referred to also as authorship attribution, consists of establishing the most likely author of a text from a pool of possible suspects. This analysis is applied to texts
of questioned authorship, such as anonymous offensive or threatening messages, defamation, libel,
suicide notes of questioned authorship or fabricated documents (e.g. wills), among others. Authorship
analysis typically involves identifying an author’s writing style and establishing the distinction between
this style and that of other authors. A high-profile case involving authorship analysis is that of Juola
(2015), who concluded that Robert Galbraith, the author of the novel ‘The Cuckoo’s Calling’, was
indeed J.K. Rowling, but forensic authorship analysis has also been used in criminal contexts, e.g. the
‘unabomber’ case.
Authorship profiling consists of establishing the linguistic persona of the author of a suspect text,
and is crucial in cases where an anonymous text containing criminal content is disseminated, but no
suspects exist. It allows linguists to find elements in the text that provide hints to the age range, sex/
gender, socioeconomic status of the author, geographical origin, level of education or even whether
the author is a native or a non-native speaker of the language. When successful, authorship profiling
allows the investigator to narrow down the pool of possible suspects. Recent approaches to authorship
profiling include profiling of hate speech spreaders on Twitter (https://pan.webis.de/clef21/pan21web/author-profiling.html).
Plagiarism is a problem of authorship – or, more precisely, of its violation. Although plagiarism
detection and analysis is approached differently from authorship attribution, in some cases authorship
attribution methods can also be helpful. This is the case, in particular, when the reader intuits that
the text does not belong to the purported author, but is unable to find the true originals. An intrinsic
analysis can be used, in this case, to find style inconsistencies in the text that are indicative of someone
else’s authorship. The most frequent cases of plagiarism, however, can be detected externally, i.e. by
comparing the suspect, plagiarising text against other sources; if those sources are known, a side-byside comparison can be made, otherwise a search is required, e.g. using a common search engine or one
of the so-called ‘plagiarism detection software’ packages. Technology plays a crucial role in plagiarism
detection; as was argued by Coulthard & Johnson (2007), the technology that helps plagiarists plagiarise also helps catching them, and an excellent example of the potential of technology is ‘translingual
plagiarism’ detection (Sousa-Silva 2013, 2021): this is where a plagiarist lifts the text from a source in
another language, machine-translates the text into their own language and passes it off as their own. In
this case, machine translation can be used to revert the plagiarist’s procedure and identify the original
source.
Cybercrime has become extremely sophisticated, to the extent that cybercriminals easily adopt obfuscation techniques that prevent their positive identification. However, cybercriminal activities, including
stalking, cyberbullying and online trespassing usually resort to language for communication. A forensic
authorship analysis and profiling of the cybercriminal communications can assist the positive identification of the cybercriminals.
Fake news has increasingly been a topic of concern, and has gained relevance especially after the
election of Donald Trump, in the USA, in 2016 and Bolsonaro, in Brazil, in 2018. The phenomenon
has been approached computationally from a fact-checking perspective; however, not all fake news are
factually deceiving (Sousa-Silva 2019), so they pass the fact-checking text. Given the ubiquitous nature
of misinformation, a computational forensic linguistic analysis is crucial to assist the detection and
analysis of fake news. This is an area where the Human-Machine relationship is particularly effective,
since together they are able to identify patterns that are typical of pieces of misinformation.

3.5.3 Legal chatbots
Chatbots are nowadays present in a number of industries, including the legal one, to expedite tasks, optimize
processes and ease pressure on human workers like lawyers, who can hence dedicate their time and cognitive
resources to more complex matters. Question-and-answer dialogs offer the advantage of iteratively collecting the
data necessary to automatically generate specific legal documents (e.g. contracts) and to offer legal advice 24/7
based on fill-in-the-blanks templating mechanisms (Dale 2019).
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Filing paperwork for the general public is one of the concrete applications of legal chatbots: for instance DoNotPay
(donotpay.com), widely termed the “first robot lawyer”, is an interactive tool meant to help members of the US
population to e.g. appeal parking tickets, fight credit card fees and ask for compensation, among the many use
cases. SoloSuit (solosuit.com) efficiently helps people that are sued for a debt to respond to the lawsuit. Australiabased ‘AILIRIA’ (Artificially Intelligent Legal Information Research Assistant, (ailira.com/build-a-legal-chatbot)
is a chatbot implemented directly on Facebook Messenger that offers the possibility to build one’s own legal
chatbot to advise clients on a variety of matters and promises to have a “focused and deep understanding of the
law”. PriBot (pribot.org/bot) is able to analyse privacy policies published by organizations and provide direct
answers concerning their data practices (e.g. does this service share my data with third parties?). In such a scenario,
chatbots spare individuals (end-users and supervisory authorities alike) the effort of finding information in an
off-putting, lengthy and complex legal document. Chatbots are also employed to automatically check for the state
of compliance of an organization with applicable regulations and even suggest a course of action based on the
answers (e.g. GDPR-chatbot.com).
In all these cases, however, the tradeoff is between ease of use and low or no cost on the one hand, and reliability
and formal assurance on the other. Naturally, bots that interpret legal terms and conditions also themselves have
terms and conditions. Bespoke professional legal advice from a human may still have value in the human-machine
era.

3.6 Health and Care
Application of voice in healthcare is a rapidly growing area of research, especially for diseases that are accompanied with voice disorders. There is ongoing work into early diagnosis of various mental and neuro-degenerative
diseases, detecting subtle changes in speech that could indicate neurological decline – changes so subtle that friends
and relatives typically miss or misinterpret them but which machine learning can accurately identify based on large
corpora of known sufferers.
Recent attempts at the University of Cambridge (Brown et al. 2020) and MIT (Laguarta et al. 2020) were made to
use speech and respiratory sounds such as coughs and breathing to diagnose Covid-19.
Vocal biomarkers can be used as audio signatures associated with a particular clinical outcome, and can be utilised
to diagnose disease, and subsequently monitor its progression. Features that affect articulation, respiration and
prosody are used to track the progress of multiple sclerosis (Noffs et al. 2018). The automatic detection of
Parkinson’s disease from speech and voice has already entered a mature stage after more than a decade of active
research, and could eventually supplement the neurological and neuropsychological manual examination to diagnose (Shahid & Singh 2020).
Linguistic analysis may characterize cognitive impairments or Alzheimer’s disease, which are manifested by decreased lexical diversity and grammatical complexity, loss of semantic skills, word finding difficulties and frequent
use of filler sounds (Nguyen et al. 2020; Robin et al. 2020). Because linguistic disabilities have different reasons
(Antaki & Wilkinson 2012) and different effects (traumata, autism, dementia and others), different types of technology are needed to support speakers suffering from those disorders, and speakers who communicate with people
with interactional disabilities.
With the development of audio devices that offer improved interoperability with Internet of Things (IoT) services, such as Amazon Echo or Google Home, integration of voice technologies into Ambient Assisted Living
(AAL) systems started to get a lot of traction in the recent years. AAL systems aim at supporting and improving
life quality of elderly and impaired people by monitoring their physiological status, detecting/preventing falls or
integration with home automation and smart home solutions.
Vocal User Interfaces (VUI) are commonly part of such solutions since they can enable voice interaction with
people with reduced mobility or in emergency situations. However, their use imposes several challenges including
distant speech recognition and requirement to memorize voice commands and/or pronounce them in a particular
way. The voice also degrades with aging, or can be affected by other diseases, which may affect speech recognition
and performance of VUIs. There are attempts to create systems that are adapted to (possibly disordered) speaker
voice and allow the users to express the voice commands freely, not restricted to particular words or grammatical
constructs (e.g. Despotovic et al. 2018).
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This would be entirely feasible as an embedded feature of any smartphone, virtual assistant, or other listening
device. Viable widely used applications are therefore to be expected in near future. But these will of course bring
major dilemmas in terms of privacy and security, as well as potential uses and abuses for providers of private health
insurance and others who may profit from this health data.
Aside from diagnosing mental illnesses and cognitive decline, there are numerous AI robots and chatbots made for
neurodivergent conditions, for example bots designed to help autistic children to develop and refine their social
and interpersonal skills (e.g. Jain et al. 2020).

3.7 Sign-language Applications
A plethora of applications have been developed to offer a range of capabilities, including sign language generation
through the combination of sign language formalization and avatar animation. In their survey, Bragg et al. (2019)
articulate the challenges of sign language recognition, generation, and translation as a multidisciplinary endeavour.
As we have noted so far in this report, sign language is in fact much more than just shapes made with the hands;
it also relies heavily on facial expression, body posture, gaze, and other factors including what signers know about
each other. But, as we have also noted so far, progress in machine recognition of sign is currently limited entirely
to detecting handshapes. Progress with handshapes alone will not help signers anywhere near as much as the kinds
of technologies we have reviewed for hearing people. That is the fundamental inequality to remember in any
discussion of sign language technology.
For machines to understand handshapes, there have been broadly two different approaches: “contact-based systems, such as sensor gloves; or vision-based systems, using only cameras” (Herazo 2020). UCLA bioengineers have
designed a glove-like device that can translate signs into English speech rapidly using a smartphone app (Zhou et
al. 2020). These wearable tracking sensors have been criticised as awkward, uncomfortable, and generally based on
a premise that deaf people should deal with such annoying discomfort for the benefit of ‘assistance’. No hearing
person would tolerate this, much less think it was a positive addition to their life (Erard 2017).

Figure 8: Prototype sign language sensor gloves (Erard 2017)
The second broad approach mentioned above, camera-based systems, has seen some slow incremental progress
recently. For example, Herazo (2020a) shows some accurate recognition capabilities, though overall the results are
“discouraging” (see also Herazo 2020b). Google’s MediaPipe and SignAll (https:/signall.us/sdk) embed visual
detection of sign into smartphone cameras or webcams. However, as they note somewhat quietly in a blog post
(https://developers.googleblog.com/2021/04/signall-sdk-sign-language-interface-using-mediapipe-now-available.html), this is still limited to handshapes, excluding the various other multimodal layers also essential to meaning
in sign:
“While sign languages’ complexity goes far beyond handshapes (facial features, body, grammar,
etc.), it is true that the accurate tracking of the hands has been a huge obstacle in the first layer
of processing – computer vision. MediaPipe unlocked the possibility to offer SignAll’s solutions
not only glove free, but also by using a single camera.”
It is positive to see a less physically intrusive solution; but as they briefly acknowledge, this shares precisely the
same limitations as its predecessors, and does nothing to advance a solution.
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Likely future improvements
Research in the area is ongoing. One example is the research conducted by the LISN (formerly LIMSI), sign language NLP group (https://www.limsi.fr/en/research/iles/topics/lsf), whose Rosetta 2 project aims at developing
an automatic generator of multilingual subtitles for television programs and Internet video content for the deaf
and hard of hearing. This system is based on artificial intelligence and on the development of an automatic French
Sign Language (LSF) representation system in the form of animation based on a 3D sign avatar. Additionally, the
group has focused on the study of “deverbalization”, a key process in translation which consists of interpreting the
meaning of a message independently of the sum of the meaning of the individual words used, so as to develop a
software tool for assisting sign language translators. Sign language MT is still significantly underdeveloped, when
compared to machine translation of verbal language, and likely to remain behind for the foreseeable future.
As noted above, more (and bigger) sign language corpora are needed. Sign-hub, the project discussed above,
has made some advances in creating blue-prints for sign translation, which, as noted, allows some progress, but
with tight limitations. Significant further advances in automated sign translation will require corpus-based basic
research comparing different sign languages, so as to be able to show variation in language use. So far, this type of
comparative research has yet to begin in earnest.
With all the above in mind, for the foreseeable future, automated sign is likely to be limited to specific use case
interactions, and one-way translation of basic messages, for example a program allowing for the translation of
train traffic announcements from French into French Sign Language, displayed on monitors in the railway station
(Ségouat 2010). The development of a universal, robust and cost-effective sign language machine translation system is currently unrealistic (Jantunen et al. 2021); even more so if we consider all the potential use cases involving
sign language translation. And if gloves or even cameras improve, this will still remain notably more awkward than
the sleek glasses and earbuds that lie ahead for hearing people.
Further projects and organisations to watch for future progress in this area include:
•
•
•

Signing Avatars & Immersive Learning (SAIL) at Gallaudet University, USA, funded by the US National
Science Foundation, nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1839379
The American Sign Language Avatar Project at DePaul University, http://asl.cs.depaul.edu
Simax, the sign language avatar project, by Signtime GmbH, a company in Austria, https://zeroproject.org/practice/austria-signtime/

3.8 Writing through technology
The writing process has long benefitted from technologies that augment an author’s writing skills. Examples of this
technology include spelling and grammar checkers, automated translation of terms, computer-aided translation,
automated compliance checks, or email writing assistance. Emailtree and Parlamind are examples of companies
that offer the latter. The workflow of both companies is similar: an incoming email text is analysed by a language
model, the system generates a response and a person responsible for this communication checks the text, does
post-editings if needed, and sends it. Emailtree users report that they were not very proficient in writing in French,
but they understand French very well. The software helped them write their email responses correctly. As a nice
side effect, their French writing skills improved by looking at good examples. Both companies advertise that the
email responses can be produced in seconds. The software does not replace human-human communication, but
augments human writing with speed and L2 writing skills. These users are writing through technology, these facilities
taking an active part in their language use.
Text processors, e.g. Microsoft Word, have long integrated spelling and later grammar checkers for an increasing
number of languages. These were extremely helpful to spot the odd mistake. The technology evolved up to
predictive writing systems, which are now available, both commercially and for free, across different systems
and platforms. Computer text-processing tools can now integrate applications such as grammarly.com or languagetool.org, which help writers produce their text, in much the same way as some cloud-based services, such
as Google Docs or mobile devices. Some of these tools are designed for academic and professional settings,
while others were designed specifically to assist second language acquisition (SLA). Specific grammar checkers to
support SLA have been increasingly developed (e.g. Felice 2016; Blazquez 2019), including for smaller languages
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(e.g. Estonian), so as to help students develop their own writing and receive corrective feedback on their free
writing. This is the case of the free online resource UNED Grammar Checker (http://portal.uned.es/portal/
page?_pageid=93,53610795&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL).
Currently, systems like Apple’s predictive writing or Google Docs guess what one’s next word is based on previous
words, which allows writers to speed up typing, find that ‘missing’ word, and make fewer mistakes. The improvement of the technology over time inevitably had an impact on an author’s writing: one can speculate that as more
writing assistants are available, and of a higher quality, the line between human and machine in the writing process
will blur. This blurring is precisely a defining feature of the human-machine era.
Other tools use the results of the linguistic and NLP analysis of large corpora (by learning, for instance, the use
of typical collocations or multi-word units) to help users improve the vocabulary range, specificity and fluency
of their academic English writing. A tool like Collocaid, for example (https://collocaid.uk/prototype/editor/
public/), does so by suggesting typical collocations for a large number of academic terms. Users can start writing
directly in the ColloCaid editor, or paste an existing draft into it.
Textio Flow (textio.com) advertises itself as an augmented writing tool that can ‘transform a simple idea of a few
words into a full expression of thoughts consisting of several sentences or even a whole paragraph’. The system,
then, goes farther than simple text-processing tools, because they allow text to be written from a conceptualisation
of the writer’s ideas. See also: https://www.themarketingscope.com/augmented-writing/
In professional settings, writing assistants have been used, for example, to mitigate gender bias in job advertisements. Hodel et al. (2017) investigate whether and to what extent gender-fair language correlates with linguistic,
cultural, and socioeconomic differences between countries with grammatically gendered languages. The authors
conclude that a correlation does indeed exist, and that such elements contribute to socially reproduce gender (in)
equalities and gender stereotypes. Similarly, Gaucher et al. (2011) investigate whether gendered wording (which
includes, e.g. male-/ female-themed words used to establish gender stereotypes) may contribute to the maintenance
of institutional-level inequality. This is especially the case of gendered wording commonly used in job recruitment
materials, especially in roles that are traditionally male-dominated. Several tools can be used to balance such gender
bias in job advertisements. An example is Textio (textio.com), a tool that seeks to provide more inclusive language,
which assesses a preexisting job description, scores it and subsequently makes suggestions on how to improve the
writing and obtain a higher score – which means more applications, including from people who otherwise would
not apply. Unlike Textio, which is a subscription-based tool, Gender Decoder (gender-decoder.katmatfield.com) is
a free tool that assists companies, by reviewing their job descriptions. The tool makes suggestions based on a word
list to remove words associated with masculine roles, hence discarding gender bias.
However, gender bias is not exclusive of corporations. Recent research has found that court decisions tend to
be often gender-biased, despite the expectations that the law treats everyone equally. Recent research (Pinto et
al. 2020) has thus focused on building a linguistic model that will be used to develop a writing assistant that will
be used by legal practitioners. The tool will flag the drafted text for possible instances of gendered language and
subsequently draw the attention of the writer to those instances.

3.8.1 Professional translators as co-creators with machines
Many professional translators prefer translation software that supports the translator’s work by leveraging
Translation Memory (TM); this uses deep learning to predict their inputs, which reduces certain repetitive aspects
of their work (see e.g. Zhang et al. 2020), also equipped with domain-specific specialist terminology and text
formatting. These packages are collectively known as CAT (computer-assisted translation) tools. An example of
a tool for specific terminology is IATE (Interactive Terminology for Europe, https://iate.europa.eu/), the EU’s
terminology database. IATE provides users with accurate translations of institutional terminology in all EU working languages. IATE relies on a static database, not machine learning; and this speaks precisely to the limitation of
current machine learning, that it is not entirely accurate and precise when it comes to professional or institutional
terminology. Machine translation is based on probabilistic models, essentially educated guesses about which word
equates to which other word in another language, according to similar pairs in the training corpus. That is currently
not accurate enough for institutional needs; and so it remains useful to combine them with CAT tools.
Nevertheless, machine translation of written text increasingly complements CAT tools. Some of the largest translation vendors worldwide have long enabled translators to connect their CAT tool to machine translation engines
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like Google Translate. This allows translators to auto-translate a text segment if it does not exist in the TM. More
recently, translation companies have developed proprietary machine translation systems. One of the main advantages of these is that access is controlled, and hence the risk of violating copyright is smaller. An example of such
technology is RWS Language Cloud (rws.com/translation/language-cloud). The role of the human translator has
thus shifted from a quiet, independent human working at home, to a ‘techo-translator’, trained to use technology
for their own advantage, rather than resist it. This is one of the main applications of machine translation, but not
the only one.
The issue of privacy in CAT has long been a topic of concern for translators. The fact that TM can be used to
speed the translation process (while lowering the translators’ fees) has raised concerns over intellectual property.
If several translators contribute to a translation project, it becomes unclear whose property is the TM.Add to this
the fact that translations usually include confidential information that may be compromised when using translation
systems, in general, and MT in particular. MT has multiplied these concerns exponentially, as identifying the
contributors becomes virtually impossible. In any future developments, therefore, it will be important to embed
privacy as a core element.
But nowadays most of the machine translation in the world is done for non-professionals: for people living in a
multilingual area, travelling abroad, shopping online in another language, and so on. Machine translation is not yet
fully accurate but usually good enough for the gist of text or speech in supported language pairs. is also used on a
daily basis by monolingual speakers – or writers – of a language, or by people who can’t speak a certain language,
to get a gist of the text or to produce texts immediately and cost-effectively where hiring a human translator is not
possible. The result cannot yet be compared to a human-translated text, but it allows access to a text that would
otherwise be impossible.
Machine translation can also be used at a more technical level, as part of a process to further train and refine
machine-translation systems. Texts can be auto-translated, then ‘post-edited’ (corrected) by a human translator,
then this output is used to train new machine translation systems.
Machine translation can also be used to perform other tasks. An example of such an application is translingual
plagiarism detection (Sousa-Silva 2014), i.e. to detect plagiarism where the plagiarist copies the text from a source
language, translates it to another target language and uses it as their own. The underlying assumption is that
because plagiarism often results from time pressure or laziness, plagiarists use machine (rather than human) translation. Hence, by reverting the procedure – i.e. by translating the suspect text back – investigators can establish a
comparison, identify the original and demonstrate the theft.

3.8.2 Cyber Journalism, Essay and Contract Generation
OpenAI is a company founded in 2015 by Elon Musk and other tech gurus. In 2019, they announced a revolutionary AI system, ‘Generative Pre-trained Transformer 2’ (or GPT-2). Based on deep learning of vast databases of
human texts, GPT-2 was able to produce news stories and works of fiction independently, after being given on only
short initial prompts, based on predictions of what should come next. The system was then dubbed “deepfakes for
text”. The quality of the text automatically generated by GPT was reported to be so high that OpenAI refused to
publicly release it before the possible implications of the technology were discussed, on the grounds that the risk
of malicious use was high. Among the negative implications identified by OpenAI are openly positive or negative
product reviews, for example, or even fake news and – because it is trained using Internet texts – hyperpartisan
text and conspiracy theories.
Its successor, GPT-3, was announced in 2020. It was trained with 175 billion parameters, which allowed it to
produce news stories, short essays, and even op-eds. An example of an automatically generated piece of text is
that of a Guardian news article written by GPT-3: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/sep/08/
robot-wrote-this-article-gpt-3.
The potential of GPT-3 was reported by Brown et al. (2020), who tested the system over a set of tasks related to
text generation, including (among others):
•
•

Language modeling, cloze and completion tasks;
Closed book question answering;
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•
•
•
•
•

Translation;
Identification of a grammatically ambiguous pronoun referent;
Common sense reasoning;
Reading comprehension;
Natural language inference.

Among the applications enabled by automatic text generation systems are:
•
•
•

Cyber Journalism;
Legal text/contract generation;
Automatic essay writing.

As reported by Brown et al. (2020), despite the wide range of beneficial applications, the system still has several
limitations. It tends to perform well when completing a specific task if trained over such a task; conversely, it
tends to perform less efficiently when trained over a diverse range of materials to perform a diverse set of tasks.
Indeed, the quality of the text currently generated automatically by AI tools is obviously largely dependent on the
text genre. For example, smart document drafting is already used as a service provided by companies for instance
to automatically draft contracts (see https://www.legito.com/US/en; https://www.erlang-solutions.com/blog/
smart-contracts-how-to-deliver-automated-interoperability.html). However, the success of these servicse is reliant
on the fact that this text genre is highly formulaic and controlled, and because often only some minor details
change across different contracts. Automatic text generation can be less fruitful in other areas, or when producing
other text genres.
Automatic text generation systems, like GPT-3, do not have a reasoning of their own; hence, they do what computers have done in recent decades: augment the authors’ writing experience. Additionally, because they are trained
– at least for now – on text produced by humans, they tend to carry with them some major human flaws, including
bias, fairness and skewed representation (Brown et al. 2020).
Another challenge faced by automatic text generation systems is the human skills of recursion and productivity.
Recursion is the human property that allows humans to incorporate existing sentences and sentence excerpts in
similar linguistic frames; productivity is the property that allows speakers and writers of a language to combine
a few linguistic elements and structures to generate and understand an infinite number of sentences. Therefore,
given a relatively small number of elements and rules, “humans can produce and understand a limitless number of
sentences” (Finegan 2008) – which systems, even those as sophisticated as GPT-3, still struggle to do.
However, regardless of whether GPT-3 (or a successor, GPT-n) can produce text independently, or whether it is
used to augment the writing process, the implications will be significant. Think for example about automatic essay
generation. One of the basic tenets of academic and scientific writing is integrity and honesty. Currently, ‘cheating’
students may resort to ‘essay mills’, private companies or freelancers who write essays for money. Although current
technology is somewhat limited, future developments could bring high quality essays into the purview of AI,
including accurate approximation of the student’s own writing style (assuming they have previously written enough
themselves to train the AI) (Feng et al. 2018). But by the same token, that same AI could detect whether an essay
had been created by AI. We may be in for something of a virtual arms race.
Although the system performs better than previous machine learning systems in some of these tasks, it is not yet
on a par with human-generated text. Yet.

3.9 Personality profiling
The advance of language technology opens up new opportunities for many interdisciplinary fields, for example
text analysis and psychology. Personality profiling is used in many tasks such as recruiting, project facilitation,
and career development. Traditionally, personality profiling is done by designing a series of questions with each
pointing to a predefined scale. The scale normally ranges from low to high concerning the agreement on the
statement of the question.
A more flexible approach can be applied with natural language processing and machine learning. The assumption is
that the answers written in a ‘free form’ to replace the predefined, scaled answers are more difficult to manipulate,
and more sensitive to individual variation. To leverage this assumption, open questions can be used to lead the
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participants to write free text answers. Since the construct of language models has reached far beyond mere
domain vocabulary-matching and word-counting, a deeper understanding of the text considering the context
and implicit information can be expected. In the case of personality profiling, a model can be trained to capture
not only the content of the text but also the way the information is conveyed. A real-life application of such a
solution is implemented at Zortify (zortify.com), which claims to enable participants to express themselves freely
in a non-competitive environment. A large amount of annotated, multilingual data is collected for training a
deep learning model: 30 thousand combinations of personality-related, open questions. It has been found that
the length of the text influences the performance of the model: the analysis is more accurate when the answer
is relatively long. In addition, it undermines the performance when the answers are not related to the questions,
which is as expected.
There are multiple and overlapping concerns about the use of automated personality profiling. Traditional models
work well under certain constraints while performing poorly when the constraints cannot be met. Imagine a
scenario where the questionnaires are applied to participants in a competitive environment, the answers to the
questions can be manipulated such that a ‘perfect’ profile is created to oversell without revealing the real personality
of the participant. Questions are also clearly based on certain cultural assumptions about behaviour, values, and
other subjective traits. Profiling is at the very least a simplistic and reductive exercise in categorising humans;
at worse it can be racially discriminatory or otherwise unappreciative of cultural differences (see Emre 2018).
Involving AI could introduce some nuance into this, but could also add new problems. Concerns a rise about data
security, since a lot of personal data must be handed over for these tests to operate; and relatedly there is the issue
of consent – if you refuse to surrender your data and therefore fail the interview. Moreover, any profiling, however
intelligent, is based on a snapshot and will struggle to handle changes in individual humans’ lives, while also
potentially screening out those with mental health or other conditions that may present as undesirable personality
traits. Further, as machines become superficially better at performing a given task, they can be trusted more fully
and unquestioningly by those who employ them. This can further reduce the scope for appreciating nuance (Emre
2018). Progress in this area will clearly centre on issues of trust, consent, equality, diversity, and discrimination,
many of which – as discussed earlier – can be baked into a system by virtue of biases in the training data.
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4

Language in the
Human-machine Era

4.1 Multilingual everything
We have outlined a near future of ubiquitous, fast or even real-time translation. This will bring new issues of user
engagement, trust, understanding, and critical awareness. There is a need for “machine translation literacy” to
provide people with the critical resources to become informed users. One relevant project on this is the Machine
Translation Literacy project (sites.google.com/view/machinetranslationliteracy, see e.g. Bowker 2020).
The technological developments of the last decades have given rise to a “feedback loop”: technology influencing
our production of language. It is not uncommon (especially for large companies) to write for machine translation.
This process, which is known as pre-editing, consists of drafting a text following a set of rules that keep in mind
that the produced text could be easily translated by an MT engine and require a minimal post-editing effort, if any.
This involves, e.g. mimicking the syntax of the target language, producing simple and short sentences, avoiding
idioms and cultural references, using repetitions, and so on. This is not a new procedure, since controlled language
has been used for decades, especially in technical writing, to encourage accuracy and technical/scientific rigour.
More recently, language technology companies have encouraged their content creators to use such controlled language, and this can ultimately lead to a simplified use of language (see e.g. cloud.ibm.com/docs/GlobalizationPipe
line?topic=GlobalizationPipeline-globalizationpipeline_tips, unitedlanguagegroup.com/blog/writing-content-machine-translation-keep-it-simple-recycle-repeat, ajujaht.ee/en/estonians-take-machine-translation-to-the-next-level/). Meanwhile for the user, similar issues may arise; see for example Cohn et al. (2021) showing the way people
may adjust their speech patterns when talking to a virtual assistant. If we spend more time talking to technology,
this effect may grow. In due course, with enough exposure, it could lead to larger changes in human speech, at
least amongst those most frequently connected. All this is wide open space for research in the human-machine era.
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4.2 The future of language norms
Changes in media use generally make the medium ‘visible’ (see McLuhan 1962). Earlier media of writing and
print influenced our ideas about language, but also memory culture and social order (see e.g. Ong 1982, Assmann
2010). Norms of spelling and grammar have emerged from socio-historical developments, in line with histories
of technologies of writing and print. If the human-machine era increases our awareness of the role of machines,
it may move us to see language more as a code, an algorithm, a denaturalised sterile entity. This could have all
manner of outcomes, from a decrease of standard language as a social authority, through to the foundational
concepts of languages. Perhaps a more frequent connection of language to technology – inherently indifferent to
national boundaries – will loosen the bonds of linguistic nationalism that have so guided popular understandings
of language since the middle ages.
At the same time, traditional national norms of language are often programmed into digital devices and thus stabilized in digital uses. To what extent AI tools, which typically react to statistical frequency, will produce new norms,
not based on what was formerly thought of as ‘correct’ but on what is frequent, remains to be seen. Linguistics
itself is of course a strictly descriptive science, uninvested in value judgements (see e.g. Schneider 2020, about what
is correct language). A key area for future investigation will be how technology could contour our judgments on
what kinds of language are correct, authentic, grammatical, and otherwise acceptable.
As informal written communication becomes increasingly mediated by speech-to-text software, will we guide or be
guided by the auto-completed sentences provided to us by technology? Current trends in the use of machine-mediated human communication are likely to result in various changes to the perception and role of (at least) spelling
in society; the default rules used by spell checkers, text-to-speech software, etc. will play an important part in this
process, to an extent that individual authorship, too, will change as a consequence.
Even the predictive typing tools such as the Google Doc’s Smart Compose feature (support.google.com/docs/
answer/9643962) have an influence on how we express our ideas in language – and how one learns with them.
Because such systems learn from rules and usage statistics, automated suggestions tend to reduce text diversity
(see e.g. Arnold et al. 2020). Hence, tools like Grammarly or Language Tool may contribute to less diversity over time.

4.3 Natural language as an API
Natural, human language is increasingly used as an application programming interface (API). Conventionally APIs
are integrated into existing systems. Using natural language as an API allows AI systems to communicate with
each other and learn from each other. An example of this in action is the use of Google Assistant: although this
is a novel crowdsourcing approach, the system was able to extract information from an automated call center AI
(polyai.com/our-voice-assistant-spoke-to-google-duplex-heres-what-happened/). From populating Google Maps
with a business’s opening hours, to interacting with other voice command units, the possibilities are immense.
In the coming years, this technology will likely be made available to many of us; we will be able, for example, to
give a voice instruction to our smartphone assistant, which will then be able to contact different airlines to book
us a flight ticket, or check with hotel receptions that they have a free room, and on and on into a virtually blurred
world of human-machine ease, complexity, simplicity, challenge, freedom, and constraint.

4.4 Problems to solve before using NLP tools
The use of NLP tools does not come without problems, one of which is bias (Blodgett et al. 2020). Issues like
these are not surprising since those tools build upon natural language, produced by real people, under common
circumstances. Discrimination is endemic. It is rife in the data. The blame lies not with the machines, but with us.
They are built in our image. But identifying this issue is the beginning of addressing it in research, some early stages
of which we have covered in this report.
As they have social and policy goals for equity and fairness in mind, researchers in the field have recently recentered their focus on studying the statistical properties required to achieve language models that are fair (Saleiro
et al. 2020). In fact, the awareness of biases and the availability of potential automatic filtering devices or more
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fine-grained statistically “fair” models will contribute to feeding machine learning with more representative and
inclusive training data, which will find its reflection in output that is sensitive towards bias and discrimination.
The following questions are likely to be at the centre of research at least in the coming years: How will diversity be
represented? Synthetic voices will be able to mimic a wide array of accents and dialects, as we have noted so far,
and so to what extent will we choose difference over sameness in talking to and through technology? Could all this
have a positive impact on society, by helping avoid linguistic discrimination on the basis of accent? Or, in contrast,
with AI tools that are programmed to detect frequent patterns, will there be even less diversity?
Studies in other realms (e.g. image recognition, face recognition) have shown severe problems, as in minority
groups or women being misrecognized, due to lower amounts of data with these groups. This makes it all the more
pressing to accelerate efforts to develop machine-readable corpora for minority languages. The human-machine
era is coming. We will be interacting evermore through and to technology. Some languages and language varieties
will be excluded, at least to begin with. The research community must rise to this task of equalising access and
representation.
A number of initiatives have arisen in the past 10 years on ethical and legal issues in NLP (e.g. Hovy et al. 2017;
Axelrod et al. 2019). An example of an ethical application of NLP is the deployment of tools to identify biased
language in court decisions, thereby giving the courts an opportunity to rephrase those decisions (Pinto et al.
2020). Another is in the detection of fake news. Until now, most computational systems have approached fake
news as a problem of untruthful facts, and consequently have focused on fact-checking or pattern recognition of
fake news spreading. The problem, however, is that misinformation is not necessarily based on true or false facts,
but rather on the untruthful representation of such facts (Sousa-Silva 2019). Hence, more sophisticated systems
are required that are able to identify linguistic patterns to flag potential fake news. A team of researchers, building
upon previous work (Cruz et al. 2019) that focused on hyperpartisan news detection, is currently developing such
a system. This is another area to watch for progress in the coming years.

4.5 Speechless speech
In 2019, the first multi-person non-invasive direct brain-to-brain interface (BBI) for collaborative problem solving
was introduced: BrainNet (Jiang et al. 2019). BBIs enable communication between two brains without the peripheral nervous system. They consist of two components: a brain-computer interface (BCI) that detects neural
signals from one brain and translates them to computer commands; and a computer-brain interface (CBI) that
delivers computer commands to another brain. The first experiment with BrainNet was quite simple. It involved
flashes of light to communicate simple responses like ‘yes’ and ‘no’. However, R&D in this field aspires to achieve
full conversations between minds. This may seem daunting, but has clear applications first in healthcare (among
paralysed people or those with locked-in syndrome), and later foreseeably among workers in locations where
audible conversation is impossible (loud noise, in space, underwater). Future application in consumer devices could
quite foreseeably follow.
More recently, MIT researchers have developed a computer interface that transcribes words that the user verbalizes
internally but does not actually speak aloud: https://news.mit.edu/2018/computer-system-transcribes-words-users-speak-silently-0404. This is known as subvocalization detection: it consists of using wearable and implanted
technology to allow for such speechless conversations. The system developed at MIT consists of a wearable device
and a computing system. Electrodes in the device pick up neuromuscular signals in the jaw and face. The signals are
triggered by internal verbalizations but cannot be detected by the human eye. They are fed to a machine-learning
system that correlates particular signals with particular words.
We debated whether to include this kind of ‘speechless speech’ in the body of this report, or whether to leave
it here as something of a postscript – as we did eventually. The purpose of this report is to describe language
technologies that are almost within reach, very close to release and widespread consumer adoption. Products like
Facebook’s Aria and Oculus Rift already have the beginnings of a marketing machine building up hype. But despite
the somewhat eccentric noises from Elon Musk about his Neuralink brain interfaces, nevertheless the technology
is still palpably further from widespread adoption. That said, just as with AR and VR so too with BBIs there is
significant corporate investment. We will return to this in subsequent editions of this report. Perhaps it will be
upgraded into the main body of the report in years to come.
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Moreover, BBIs present the potential for transformations that are magnitudes beyond the comparatively trivial
tweaks represented by the AR and VR gadgets reviewed in this report. The potential for communicating directly
between our brains could ultimately enable communication without language, or with some mix of language and
inter-brain fusion that we cannot begin to imagine yet. But with great power comes great responsibility. There
will come great risks, not only of surgery and physical brain damage, but also risks to autonomy, privacy, agency,
accountability and ultimately our very identity (Hildt 2019).

4.6 Artificial Companions and AI-Love
Research shows that some users of voice-controlled devices develop social and emotional relationships with them
(see e.g. Schneider, forthcoming), which has an enormous potential in human feelings such as love (Zhou &
Fischer 2019). In a similar vein, social robot companions with different built-in services are getting evermore
sophisticated. Robot companions can be used to help autistic children develop social skills, empowering vulnerable
individuals (Damiano & Dumouchel 2018).
Something we have not covered in much detail so far is the possibility for AR and VR to be used for sexual
gratification (Damiano & Dumouchel 2018; Coursey et al. 2019; Zhou 2019). There may be nothing necessarily or
inherently wrong with ‘sex robots’. However, such a technology could potentially be used to synthesise immoral
or illegal sex acts (Damiano & Dumouchel 2018). This is (thankfully) beyond the concern of a report focused on
language, but will be a very real topic of debate brought to life by the same technologies we have outlined so far.
Moreover, language in the human-machine era cannot be approached without a discussion of societal, moral,
ethical and legal issues that will inevitably arise. Since all technologies, regardless of their intrinsic value, can be
used for unjust ends, it is an obligation to build in an understanding of – and safeguards against – such harms at
the design stage.

4.7 Privacy of linguistic data and machine learning
Individuals and organizations across the world may be increasingly privacy-conscious, even if paradoxically they
tend to grant more access to their data. While users are increasingly made more aware of their data being accessed,
they are made aware of their right to privacy, but also informed that refusal to surrender data means exclusion
from a given product or service. In some cases the ‘price’ of our data is made explicit by differential pricing for
‘enterprise’ customers who typically enjoy stricter controls. Google for example has a reassuring page for business
clients on data protection: https://business.safety.google/compliance/. Regular users of its free services meanwhile are told that their data will be mined for advertising and other purposes. Facebook’s Oculus Rift VR headset
is available to consumers for $299, in a format that only works when connected to a Facebook account – harvesting
data including “your physical dimension, including your hand size, .. data on any content you create using the Quest
2, as well as … your device ID and IP address” (Dexter 2021). However, the enterprise option with no Facebook
requirement is available for €799, plus an annual service fee of $180 (ibid.). This side-by-side comparison lays bare
the price of ‘free’, and the value of your data. As new intelligent devices collect inestimably more data than the
current rudimentary harvesting of clicks, taps and swipes, so too the debate will evolve over privacy, security, and
private control of personal information.

4.8 Decolonising Speech and Language Technology
Language colonisation (and consequently the need for decolonisation) has long been discussed (see e.g. Williams
1991). The colonial era saw indigenous and non-standard language varieties variously displaced, eradicated, and
often banned. Colonial languages like English, Spanish, Portuguese and French became institutionalized as official
languages of communication, and an instrument of political and ideological domination (Juan 2007; Macedo
2019).
Language decolonisation has traditionally targeted foreign and second language education that overlooks ‘regional’
languages while foregrounding western thought and language (Macedo 2019). More recent research has focused on
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colonising discourses in speech and language technology. For example, Bird (2020) invites us towards a postcolonial approach to computational methods for supporting language vitality, by suggesting new ways of working with
indigenous communities. This includes the ability to handle regional or non-standard languages/language varieties
as (predominantly) oral, emergent, untranslatable and tightly attached to a place, rather than as a communication
tool whose discourse may be readily available for processing (ibid.).
This approach to technology has attracted the interest of linguists and non-linguists alike. An example of the latter
is that of Rudo Kemper, a human geographer with a background in archives and international administration,
and a lifelong technology tinkerer, whose work has revolved around co-creating and using technology to support
marginalized communities in defending their right to self-determination and representation, thereby contributing
towards achieving decolonizing and emancipatory ends. This is the case, in particular, of his work with Digital
Democracy on the programs team, where he leads the creation of the Earth Defenders Toolkit (earthdefenderstoolkit.com). The aim of this project is to provide communities with documents, tools and materials that
foster community-based independence. To that end, the project supports communities’ capacity-building, local
autonomy, and ownership of data.

4.9 Authorship and Intellectual Property
As text-generation technologies evolve, the potential of technological applications to improve human-machine interaction is enormous. In language learning and teaching, students can learn from and with technology. Streamlined
and more efficient writing assistants will allow both native and non-native speakers of a language to produce more
proficient texts, more efficiently (though, as we have cautioned, at different rates of development for different
languages). Inevitably, however, using language is exerting power (Fairclough 1989) and computers will shape the
ideas of people to a greater or lesser extent. The work of Fairclough and other discourse analysts has centred in the
way power is embedded in language. As machines increasingly influence and co-create our language, technology
will clearly become unavoidable for future analyses of discourse and power.
Technology will also affect authorship, as it may be used for fraudulent practice. One of the current concerns in
education institutions around the world is ‘contract cheating’ (e.g. https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/guidance/
contracting-to-cheat-in-higher-education-2nd-edition.pdf). Future AI is likely to be able to produce high quality
essays, as we discussed earlier (see Feng et al. 2018). There are issues here for both plagiarism and its detection,
which will come to the fore in educational settings in the coming years.
With regard to intellectual property, if we are talking and writing through technology – the tech is a genuine co-creator of our language – the question emerges ‘who is the author?’ and ‘who owns the copyright?’. These have been
topics of debate among translators, translation companies and their clients, but they will span far beyond the
translation industry. In most jurisdictions, the rights of authors are protected both in their moral and in their financial dimensions (Pereira 2003). The latter grants authors the right to financially explore their intellectual property,
whereas the former entitles them to enjoy the integrity of their creative production. Thus, as machine learning
systems feed upon the texts available by crawling the web, both those rights can be difficult to guarantee due to
the fragmentary and especially the ubiquitous nature of the data, which can make it difficult even for authors to be
aware of the reuse of their texts. In this context, even the concept of ‘fair use’ may need to be redefined.

4.10 Affective chatbots
Attitudes towards conversing with technology are changing with advances in conversational agents. In ordinary,
daily interaction, both pragmatic attributes and the ability to entertain, show wittiness and tell jokes (like humans)
are valued in chatbots (Følstad & Brandtzaeg 2020). The question regarding user information is: when, how and to
what extent, if at all, should humans be informed that they are interacting with a machine?
Some studies show that humans tend to align/entrain their voices and style of speaking to the automatic/robotic
conversational partners (see e.g. Bell et al. 2003; Sinclair et al. 2019; Zellou & Cohn 2020). Previous research has
shown that humans have a natural tendency to both anthropomorphise ands adjust our language and behaviour
according to expectations (Pearson et al. 2006; Nass 2004; Nass & Yen 2010). A popular debate coming soon will
be whether it matters or not to be talking to other humans, especially if one already perceives the technology as
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another being; and whether – and at what stage – we will be speaking to technology in the way that we speak to
other humans. As the lines separating chatbots from humans become increasingly blurred, new affective robots
and chatbots bring a new dimension to interaction, and could become a means of influencing individuals. The
ethical issues underlying affective computing are myriad (see Devillers et al. 2020 for an extensive discussion).

4.11 Ethics, lobbying, legislation, regulation
Lobbying has been both a topic of concern and discussion over the years (see e.g. https://www.lobbycontrol.de/
schwerpunkt/macht-der-digitalkonzerne/), with varying arguments as to its morality, legality, and place in civil
society. Naturally this discussion gravitates towards regulation and transparency. According to the German independent organisation LobbyControl (https://www.lobbycontrol.de/2021/01/big-tech-rekordausgaben-fuer-lobbyarbeit-in-den-usa/), big tech companies are among the most active lobbyists in the world. In the European Union,
legislators attempted to limit their powers of influence by passing the Digital Services Act (https://ec.europa.eu/
info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/digital-services-act-ensuring-safe-and-accountable-online-environment_en), which “aims to ensure a safe and accountable online environment” and the Digital Markets
Act for “fair and open digital markets” (https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/digital-markets-act-ensuring-fair-and-open-digital-markets_en). These two laws can have a significant
impact on how big tech companies perform their activities in Europe, including on language models.
The ‘good’/‘value-added’ use of technologies in language learning and teaching circles poses numerous challenges.
One key challenge (that must be addressed in pre- and in-service teacher training) is the smooth articulation of
technology, pedagogy and content knowledge, or TPACK, as put forward by Mishra & Koehler (2006) and Koehler
et al. (2014). The three main components of TPACK in language learning and teaching (as presented in Meunier
2020) are: content knowledge (CK), defined as the teachers’ knowledge about the subject matter to be learned or
taught (an additional language here); pedagogical knowledge (PK), which is the teachers’ knowledge about the
appropriate and up-to-date processes and practices or methods of teaching and learning additional languages; and
technological knowledge (TK), which consists of an in-depth understanding of technology, enabling the teacher
to apply technology productively to assess whether it can assist or impede the achievement of a learning goal.
This integration is not guaranteed by the sheer existence of technology and it must constantly be kept in mind by
regulators.
A further example of regulation impacting technology is language generation models, such as GPT-3 discussed
earlier, which builds on huge volumes of data. Hutson (2021) discusses the tradeoffs between the interests of big
technology companies to make the models increasingly larger, and the need to make those models safer and less
harmful to non-dominant groups. One of the concerns raised by the author is that researchers working for big tech
companies may face serious problems with their employers because of their concerns with the ethical implications
of big language models (Hutson 2021). These facts justify the need for legal regulation of the language technology
market, such as the one drafted by the European Union, for a more ethical human-machine era.
It seems clear, however, that such regulation and legislation should not be accomplished at all cost; rather, legislation and technology must be balanced so as not to show research and development in the areas, or even stop
technological progress and innovation.
Another (probably slightly longer-term) issue will be the role of teachers and the profound changes that are likely
to take place in the teaching profession. If chatbots can train learners with basic conversational skills, should teachers go on teaching speaking skills? If augmented automatic translation is available, should we even go on teaching
languages? And if so, which ones? Should teaching be refocused on critical literacy (by, for instance, making sure
that learners/users can critically evaluate translations to avoid being manipulated)? If those questions are likely to
impact teaching and learning circles in ways that are probably not conceivable today, we should start thinking about
these, now. Forewarned is forearmed.
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5

Conclusion, looking ahead

At this particular moment in human history, it may feel somewhat of a dangerous distraction to spend so much
time thinking about gadgets for watching movies, playing games, and taking the effort out of simply talking to each
other. There are, it must be said, slightly more pressing issues afoot, as the following tweet wryly puts it:

Figure 9. https://twitter.com/etienneshrdlu/status/1388589083765710854
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We are not here to cheerlead for new language technologies, or to suggest they are anywhere near as important as
the future of the planet, or other issues like access to clean water, healthcare, and so on. Rather, we begin from the
position that these technologies are coming, thanks to the huge and competing private investment fuelling rapid
progress; and that we can either understand and foresee their effects, or be taken by surprise and spend our time
trying to catch up.
Debates on Beneficial and Humane AI (humane-ai.eu) may be a source of inspiration for debate on new
and emerging language technologies. Dialogue will enrich and energise all sides - see https://futureoflife.
org/2017/12/27/research-for-beneficial-artificial-intelligence/, https://uva.nl/en/research/research-at-the-uva/
artificial-intelligence/artificial-intelligence.
This report of ours has so far sketched out some transformative new technologies that are likely to fundamentally
change our use of language. Widespread AR will soon augment our conversations in real time, while showing us
information about the world around us. We will be able to talk in noisy or dark environments easily, and across
multiple languages - as voices and faces are augmented to sound and look like they are producing other languages.
We will be able to immerse ourselves in virtual worlds, and interact with a limitless selection of lifelike virtual
characters equipped with new chatbot technology able to hold complex conversations, discuss plans, and even
teach us new things and help us practise other languages.
Some of these may feel unrealistically futuristic or far-fetched, but a central purpose of this report - and the
wider LITHME network - is to illustrate that these are mostly just the logical development and maturation of
technologies currently in prototype. Huge levels of corporate investment lie behind these new technologies; and
once they are released, huge levels of marketing will follow.
One of the founders of RASA (open-source chatbot development platform), Alan Nichol, predicted in 2018
that chatbots are just the beginning of AI assistants in the enterprise sector: oreilly.com/radar/the-next-generation-of-ai-assistants-in-enterprise. His forecast on the future of automation in the enterprise sector is structured
into five levels: automated notifications, FAQ chatbots, contextual assistants, personalised assistants and autonomous organisations of assistants. If his prediction were true, we must be in the age of contextual and personalised
assistants as we write, in 2021. Autonomous organisations of assistants - to appear in 5-7 years, according to
Nichol’s forecast - or multi-agent system, will leave the academic niche and reach the “normal” users. See for instance
the AAMAS conference for an overview of topics and problems: https://aamas2021.soton.ac.uk/.
But will everyone benefit from all these shiny new gadgets? Throughout this report we have tried to emphasise a
range of groups who will be disadvantaged. This begins with the most obvious, that new technologies are always
out of reach for those with the lowest means; and the furious pace of consumer tech guarantees the latest versions
will always be out of reach. As these new technologies mature and spread, this may evolve into an issue of government concern and philanthropy. It may seem fanciful to imagine that futuristic AR eyepieces could become the
subject of benevolence or aid; but there is recent historical form here. Only two decades ago, broadband internet
was a somewhat exclusive luxury; but today it is the subject of large-scale government subsidy (e.g. in the UK:
https://gov.uk/guidance/building-digital-uk), as well as philanthropic investment in poorer countries (https://
connectivity.fb.com/, https://www.gatesfoundation.org/our-work/programs/global-development/global-libraries); and even a UN resolution (https://article19.org/data/files/Internet_Statement_Adopted.pdf). In due course,
the technologies we discuss in this report could go the same way. VR for all.
Then there are less universal but still pressing and persistent issues of inequality, which we have also highlighted.
Artificial intelligence feeds on data. It churns through huge datasets to arrive at what are essentially informed
guesses about what a human would write or say. More data equals better guesses. Little or no data? Not so useful.
The world’s bigger languages - English, Mandarin, Spanish, Russian, and so on - have significant datasets for AI to
chew over. For smaller languages, this is a taller order. Progress in ‘transfer learning’, as we reviewed in this report,
may help here.
The inequality faced by minority languages is essentially just a question of gathering enough data. The data in
question will be in exactly the same format as for bigger languages: audio recordings, automatically transcribed
and perhaps tidied up by humans for AI to digest. But for sign languages, there is a much bigger hill to climb. Sign
language is multimodal: it involves not only making shapes with the hands; it also relies heavily on facial expression,
gesture, gaze, and a knowledge of the other signer’s own life. All that represents a much greater technological
challenge than teaching a machine to hear us and speak like us. For the Deaf community, the human-machine era
is less promising.
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Important issues of security and privacy will accompany new language technologies. AR glasses that see everything
you see, VR headsets that track your every movement; these devices will have unprecedented access to incredibly
personal data. Privacy policies for technologies are not an open buffet. You either accept all the terms, or no
gadget for you. This is playing out in the news at time of writing, with a controversial update to Facebook’s instant
messenger WhatsApp, enabling Facebook to “share payment and transaction data in order to help them better
target ads” (Singh 2021). The two choices are to either accept this or stop using WhatsApp. Reportedly millions
are choosing the latter. But this is actually a fairly minor level of data collection compared to what lies ahead with
AR and VR devices, able to collect magnitudes more data. When those companies try to sneak clauses into their
privacy policies to monetise that data, we may look back whimsically at today’s WhatsApp controversy as amusingly
trivial.
A further caution to end with is to re-emphasise the current limitations of AI. It is very popular to compare the
astonishing abilities of AI to the human brain; but as we noted earlier this is over-simplistic (see e.g. Epstein 2016;
Cobb 2020; Marincat 2020). And as the technology progresses further, we may look back at this comparison with
a wry smile. There is indeed a history of comparing the brain to the latest marvellous technology of the day, which
has inspired some gentle mockery here and there, for example the following tweet:

Figure 10: https://twitter.com/TabitaSurge/status/1391888769322831878

The strong reliance of AI on form, rather than meaning, limit its understanding of natural language (Bender &
Koller 2020). In making meaning, we humans connect our conversations to previous conversations, common
knowledge, and other social context. AI systems have little access to any of that. To become really intelligent, to
reason in real-time scenarios on natural language statements and conversations, even to approximate emotions,
AI systems will need access to many more layers of semantics, discourse, and pragmatics (Pareja-Lora et al. 2020).
Looking ahead, we see many intriguing opportunities and new capabilities, but a range of other uncertainties and
inequalities. New devices will enable new ways to talk, to translate, to remember, and to learn. But advances in
technology will reproduce existing inequalities among those who cannot afford these devices, among the world’s
smaller languages, and especially for sign language. Debates over privacy and security will flare and crackle with
every new immersive gadget. We will move together into this curious new world with a mix of excitement and
apprehension - reacting, debating, sharing and disagreeing as we always do.
Plug in, as the human-machine era dawns.
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